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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

ARE DISMISSED

ITS FIELD DAY
Delegation

the
Plank for Engaging

SPECIALS TWO

Senate

Sees

MYSTERIOUS

Almost Added to Chicago

Scene

THINGS

MINOR

UNIQUE

INTEREST

Washington, I). C, Jan. 17. For two
hous today tho house committee on
t
territories and a delegation of
statehood league of Arizona encontest, which
gaged In a sparring
culminated In a personal claBh beRepresentative
Powers of
tween
Maine and Delegate Smith of Arizona,
that concluded with an apology from
Smith.
The break came while Colonel R.
A. Morrison, of Prescott, Ariz., was
addressing tho committee. Chairman
Hamilton of Michigan, .had asked Morrison many questions about the Inadequate taxation of mines and railroads in Arizona, to which Smith objected.
When Powers began to question
Morrison as to the proportion of the
Mexlcnn population In New Mexico
and Arizona, Smith ogjected. Powers
resented the Interruptions, and exfully the
claimed: "I understand
sensitiveness cf this delegation concerning these questions. I know
whom they represent and all about
them."
"I have seen enough of this, and I
denounce the oharge as false," Smith
retorted. "You may impugne the motives of the charge, but when you Impugne my motives, I shall resist.
Powers emphatically replied:) 'I
shall ask all the questions I want to."
The committee was In an uproar by
this time, end after Chairman Hamil- r
ton called order, and asked the mera-heto he more calm, Smith offered
an apology, saying that perhaps he
.vas mistaken, but Powers' questions
struck him as though inspired by partisanship and not designed by desire
for Information.
(m account of the frequent Inter-"'J'hv nofV.pr? n i'ie eonrv't- tee, and the promptings and interrup
tions by members of the Arizona delegation, Morrison was unable to make
The feeling
an extended argument.
was so intonse and the hearing so unsatisfactory. That the committee decided that at the hearing to be held
tomorrow, all the speakers shall be
permitted to complete their arguments
before they are. subjected to questions by members of the contmlttee.
The Arizonians present were: D. B.
Heard, former governor of Arizona;
R. S. Goodrich, General S. A. Semp-soN. O. Murrhy, former governor
of Arizona; B. B. O'Neill, all of Phoenix; C. O. Randolph, A. J. Doran, the
Rev. Father Quetu. F. B. Stewart, of
Prascoti; Rpv. Charles H. Shields,
Blsbee; A. J. Chandler, Mesa; J. J.
RIggs, Los Cabasa; Lee Crandall, of
Globe; George French, Nogales; W.
S. Sturges, Pima county.
anti-join-

n'

ANGRY

ARIZONIANS"

INJRE THEIR CAUSE.
Special to The Rvening Citizen.
Washington. D. C, Jan. 17. The
Arizona delegate to congress and a
delegation from that territory were
tiefore the house committee on terri
tories yesterday and also again to
day, and will be tomorrow. They are
heaping abuse upon New Mexico, particularly the Mexican people, and are
greatly Injuring their own cause by
such a course.
The positive facts In favor of New
Mexico will be --filed tomorrow.
DELEGATE

RODEY

TELLS HOW IT STANDS.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. I ar
rived last night. The vote yesterday
on the Philippine bill shows an opmisl
tion of 71. Taking out 14 democrats
will leave 57 republicans, but more
than a dozen of these are for Joint
against
statehood. The Insurgents
jointure can muster not to exceed 44
votes and they need 59 to defeat the
Mil.

Jointure would pass were it put to
a vole today. A delegation of 17 from
Arizona are having a hearing before
tne committee on territories. They
are fighting Jointure with all of their
might. Chairman Hamilton wants me
u reply to them in a few days.
PENSION

BILLS ARE
GIVEN RIGHT OF WAY,

Washington. I. C, Jan. 17. Having
passed the Philippine tariff bill yes- (eruay, me nouae today gave pension
bills the right of way. One 'hundred
of these hills are on the
and sixty-sicalendar.
GENERAL BARRY
TAKES MORE DUTIES.
Washington. l. C, Jan. 17. The appointment of Major General '
chii I of staff lias left a vacanc
office if iussistatit chief of staf
will be temporarily filled by
fignmcnt to th duties of thi
of Briu.idier General Thoma
''ii( will, however, continue
a the president of the array
li'le.
BRIGADIER

SOME APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FEDERAL BU
Jan.
Washington, H C
uate eommiltee m puhlie
tavoi
'l.uui grounds ordi-r.-oi's on tlie biUd making
.

--

follows:
fVorttt.

Tt

Denver.

$J.5uO

?;,(':

List-Miss- ouri

Convicts Make
Their Escape.

Sensational Between Hale
and Tillman.
SOME

DEATHS

BLIZZARD

IN MONTANA

Annapolis. Jan. 17. -- At noon today,
when the full brigade of midshipmen
were paraded for the regular dinner
formation, and midshipman Peterson,
Barto Marzoni, and W. W Foster, of
the first class, and Tremor Coffin, Jr.,
of the third class, were publicly dismissed from the United States navy
for hazing "plebs," or fourth class
men. The order of, Secretary Bonaparte, was a short one. and in each
case was addressed personality to the
midshipmen directly concerned.

JET BLACK

TRIAL OF BEEF TRUST
HAS BEEN POSTPONED.
Chicago, Jan. 17. The trial of the
beef trust case, which was to have
commenced today In the federal court
before Judge Humphrey, was post
Ined until Thrusday because of the
illness of one of the attorneys for the
packers.
CONVICTS MAKE
AN EA8Y ESCAPE.
Carthage, Mo., Jan. 17. John Frank
lin ana Teddy Dalyi life convicts in
the Missouri penitentiary, brought
here Monday to "ttfy against Estill
H. Butler on lb-- ' ibsr; r of murdering
Jop'.tr
Ivjic! ioUe
made their escape today. The men
were in, the custody of Deputy Sheriff Marqulss, and were being transferred from Joplin, where the Butler
trial is in progress, to the county Jail
In this city.
MISSOURI

National

r

f.;rsj.

FALUERE5

ANOTHER

mmKmtys'& raw

W.

J

LAWYER

FIELD CORTEGE IS

ROSWELL ELKS HONOR

EXPECTED TOMORROW

Hig-gin-

UNIQUE

BLIZZARD

GOVERNOR-HAGERMAN

A

RAGES
IN MONTANA.

Business of Deceased Closed
Till Saturday Special
Reception Held Last Night
Train Bears Remains.

Grand Banquet and
in the Queen City of the
Pecos Valley.

Butte. Mont.. .Tun. 17. A bllzsard,
which for severity has seldom, if ever
been equalled In this section, prevailed for several hours yesterday afternoon. The wind blew a gale and
several Inches of snow fell. The
l
to The Evening Citizen.
unique feature of the storm was that
It began with thunder and lightning.
Roswell, N. M Jan. 17. A banAt Anaconda the wind blew 100 miles quet was given last night by the local
an hour. Telegraphic communication order of Elks, No. 969,
in honor of
is affected throughout the state.
Governor-eleHerbert J. Hagerman,
in the dinlug room of the Grand CenPRESIDENT CASTRO
tral hotel, and it was oue of the most
IS SLY OLD FELLOW successful slag affairs that was ever
given here.
The governor-to-b- e
is a member of
New York. Jnn. 17. Translations the order here.
The room was decorated In white
Just received in this country of the
pleadings in the Venezuelan courts, in and purple, and the floral decorations
tho matter of the suit brought by that were expensive anil elaborate.
The head of a Montana elk was In
government against the New York &
(Asphalt) company, for the center of tho room and was surBermudes
$ll,0iwi. ooo damages suffered by rea- rounded by an immense star decorson of the company's alleged com- ated with white and purple electric
plicity In the Matos revolution of 1901, lights.
The banquet started at 10:30 p. m.,
bring out many unique features.
Conspicuous among these Is the fact and lasted until after 2 o'clock, a. m.
were eighty Elks present and
that the laws of Venezuela are so theThere
Invited guests were newsframed as to restore political offend- paperonly
representatives. The menu was
ers to full rights after disorders have excellent.
been put down. As the laws stand, If
Colonel J. W. Wlllson, of tho New
you are caught while a revolution is
Mexico Military Instil ute, was
the
going on, you must take the conse- toastmaster.
quences. Once the revolt is quelled,
Captain
were:
The speakers
V. C.
all past sins are forgiven.
Governor-eleReid. attorney;
The local Venezuelan attorney for germau; Nathan Jaffa, cashier of liar
the
the company at Caracas shows up Itoswell Citizens National bank; E.
these points very clearly. They are A. C'ahoon, cashier of the First Naof particular interest in view of the tional bank of Roswell; James K
fact that this suit Is absolutely unique Hlnkle, mayor of Roswell; Count
In international
The Luigi Martini Mancini, Italian nobleproceedings.
Matos revolution took place In 1901, man; Benjamin U. Tallmadge, of the
yet In 1904 the government brings Tallmadge Iand company,
Chicago;
a suit for damages against a foreign V. A. Klnley. merchant, Carlsbad; C.
corporation for complicity In that V. Defivest, Immigration man; H. C,
movement. The government docs not
property
claim that the company'
was outlawed or liable to seizure for FARMERS UTILIZING
the proc codings, but damages are de
WINTER CONVENTIONS.
manded for the financial Injuries siif
I.Inrolu, Neb, Jan. 17. The thlru
'Hi. the pleadings of the
annual meeting of the Farmers' CoCaracas
i
he states, quoting Venezulean operative Grain and Live Stock Asso's;
ciation will open hero this afternoon.
The law of June 13. 1M'3. establishes Tlie attendance promises to be unusui
Article lrt that public order,
program arranf;xl
by political offences, being re- ally large, and the
for the time das of tbe convention
ared, all criminal proceedings
ate. and all persons prosecuted on is very interest inc. Among the promnoni judgment has been passed or inent speakers on the program are
t, shall be free from punishment.
The code or 1S'J7, resolved that in ('. Vhirei:!, president f the Farmers'
ich cases on revolutionary offenses, Grain company. Omaha; 11. H. Hunks,
proceedings should abate, and pris-ter- vice president if the National Farmebe restored to liberty, public or- - r.-.' Kxchauiie; J.:!ti. s T .Hrady.
r once
according to
;iiy of the S':it- - Association ; G. W.
e uriiij of the alove named oonsti-ion- , Wat tie, prr! n:
on.aha Giain
a provision which can be found Kxi'hanre: T. A An Vr-oassistant
the same words, in the nen-.icode ntatniirer of t!:e N'atinnal r'nner- Kx-- !
iw in forte in the republic.
t ar.ye. Kansas IVy. My., aud others.

INTERMENT
City of Chicago

AT GRACELAND

as Yet Has Taken

SiH-cla-

No

Action in the
Matter.

dis-rbei-

(
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ONE OF BEN FRANKLIN'S

BIRTH

GRATUITOUS

ALL SCHOOLS IN PUBLIC EXERCISE

INSULT

Paris, Jan. 17. The national as
sembly met at 1 o'clock this afternoon
In the congress hall of the royal palace at Verseilles, for the election of a
president of the republic. The mem- tsars of the assembly voted in alphabetical order, and those awaiting their
turn discussed excitedly the prospects
of their favorites.
Mr. fr'tollieres was
elected. The vote stood: Fallleres,
446; Dounier, 371.
How Revised Vote Stood. '
Paris, Jan. 17. Mr. Fallleres was
elected on the first ballot. The revised figures are:
Fallleres, 449;

Boston, Mass., Jan. 17. Throughout
the United States the two hundredth,
anniversary of the birth of Benjamin
Franklin is celebrated to day.
Ps
trlotlc societies everywhere have arranged for special celebrations and!
there Is probably not a school in th
country, from Maine to California,
from the Canadian frontier to the Gulf,
where the memory of tlie great American 'Is not appropriately
honored.
Boston, being tbe flrtjiplace of Franklin, made special efforts to pay a fitting tribute to the memory of h
great scientist, statesman and philosopher.
In
with the Franklin
Committee of the Commonwealth and the City of Boston
the program for the celebration was
arranged.
Particular attention was
given to the appropriate celebration of
the day in the public sohools of tha
city, a pamphlet, contalnlnlg a brief,
biography or Franklin, and extracts
from his writings, was complied, and
among
distributed
tho different
schools, to be UBed by tbe teachers
at the exercises In honor of Franklin.
Special celebrations were arranged
every school in the city, and a gen-ia
eral celebration will be held this afternoon at Symphony Hall. It will
have a public character and the public will be admitted free to all seats
on the ground floor and in the gallery,
which are not used by the school
children. The exercises will include
addresses and a musical program,
rendered by a chorus of 160 mixed
voices from the schools, and the English High School Orchestra of forty
pieces. ' A poem, specially written for
tbe occasion by the Hon. James Jeffrey 'Roche, the American ' consul la
Genoa. Italy,, will be one of tbe features of the 'celebration,

Doumer, 371.
IM. Fallleres,

the newly elected
president of France, Is 64 years old,
but still strong and vigorous. He is
a wealthy land owner, fond of entertaining aud inclined to be conserva
tive. He is strongly in favor of the
separation of church and state and
has a clean record, much cleaner even
than his predecessor, who was some
what implicated in the Panama canal
and Legion of Honor scandals. He
also has a charming and very popular
wife, who will make an excellent
hostess, a fact worthy of considera
tion. Kditor.j
EVIDENTLY TO TRY
FRANCE'S PATIENCE,
Caracas, Monday, Jan. 15. (Delayed) M. Talgny, the former French
charge d'affaires, having gone aboard
the French steamer Martinique, without legal permission, the Veneiuelan
prohibited his landing
authorities
again in Venezuela, and he must go
to Colon.

THE EAST INDIAN
REPORT OF MATTER.
WflllamHtud. Dutch West Indies,
Jan. 17. France, on. January 10th,
broke;, off diplomatic
relations with
Venetufcla.
The chiefs of the French
cabinet offices at Caracas and
have been expelled from Venezuela, and are expected here by thfl
first steamer. Cable communications WAS FOUNDER OF THE
with Venezuela continues interruptPHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
ed.
Philadelphia, Pa Jan. 17. Next to
Boston, Philadelphia has probably a
GERMANY NAILS FAST
greater claim
Franklin
STATEMENT AS FALSE than any other tocityBenjamin
In the United
17.
foreign
office
Jan.
Berlin,
The
States. For that reason
city has
calls the attention of the Associated made special preparations the
for tho obPress to a London dispatch which servance of the two hundredth
y
asserts, upon ostensibly
excellent
or the birth of the great AmParis authority, that President Cas- erican. The
special celebratro's attitude toward France Is due tion ihas been largest
arranged by the Amerito German influence.
The foreign can Philosophical
Society, which Benoffice says that this la absolutely false. jamin
Frankan founded in this city,
Germany has not lnterefered by
The
single- word In France's controversy and which is still In existence.
state legislature appropriated $20,000
with Venezuela. .
for the purpose, which amount was
placed at the disposal of the PhiloSHOULD BE READ BY
sophical Society to defray the cost if
celebration. ' The celebration will
OUR CITY ALDERMEN the
take the form of a meeting, at which
the United States government, taa
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. The owners government of the state of Pennsyl
of the dives which cluster around the vania, the municipal government, and
lower part of the down town business representatives of various states In
district, have been notified by the the union will present. The rrench
chlof of police thai they will not be 'government will alno be represented,
tolerated in that locality after May Governor Pennypacker will preside at
1, 1906.
This announcement, at first, the meeting and a number of dlstang-ulbheorators will speak on Benjamin
caused considerable
consternation
and 'surprise among the owners, who Frankllu and his remarkable caraer
are mostly ward politicians, 'of con
Besides that celebration there will
siderable pull, and have, heretofore, be special celebrations in all tbe pubenjoyed Immunity, If not actual pro- lic schools and high schools of the
with,
Interesting
programs
tection, from the democratic admin- city.
hava
istration. After a while they began to music, singing and addresses
doubt the sincerity of the police de- been prepared.
President Roosevelt
partment, and came to the conclusion had been Invited to attend tho
of the American Philosophical
that tho order was merely like so
many previous orders, a scheme to Society, but was unable to come, oarthrow Hand Into the eyes of the pub ing to pressure of public
lic, which bad become thoroughly disgusted wllh the lawless condition of CONTRACT APPROVED
certain disreputable streets close to
the business district. The mayor reFOR LEASBURG DAM
ceived Information tlvat the dive owners did not seem to fear any serious
Money Market.
Intereference, and were making no
preparations to move from the forNew York, Jan. 17. Money on call,
cent; prime
TbereiiMn he sent easy at
bidden district.
paper, OftS'-- per cent. Bar
word to them, through the police department, that the order was issued silver, CS'fcc
peremptory, and meant exactly what Special to The HTvening Citizen.
l as Crtiies, N. M..
Jan. 17. The
It said. Since then there has been
s
wafer users met and approved the
considerable activity among the
of the wards In which these contract for the construction of the
dives are located, and several efforts Iaburg dam. At Kl Paso a recephave ben made to Induce the mayor tion and banquet was tendered F. H.
to rescind the order, or at leaot. ex- Newell, chief engineer of the reclamatend tho time. Mayor Ihinue has de- tion service, li. M. Hall, supervising
clined, however, to rescind or In any engineer, aud J. 1j. Ruead, field engineer.
way change the order.
wml-versar-

-

j

d

,

ct

ct

THE LUCKY

Anniversary

Castro Again Cutting up and Philadelphia, Chicago, New
York Do. Honor to the
Putting French Teeth
Statesman.
on Edge.

.

PATRICK MAY
GET A NEW TRIAL.
New York, Jan. 17. Former Judge
William K. Olcott, of the counsel for
Attorney Albert T. Patrick, who was
recently reprieved by Governor
being under sentence of death,
will, on the first. Monday in February make application for a new trial.
The application will be based upon the
claim of newly discovered evidence in
the case.

ing Two Hundredth

Assembly

This Afternoon.

eye-brow-

Po'-.-ori-

DULY HONORED

New President Elected by Boston Leads in Celebrat-

d

Chicago, Jan. 17. The bodies of a
young man and young woman were
found- today in a room in the
St.
James hotel. Each of them had been
killed by a bullet Bred into the mouth.
The revolver with which the killing
was done, was found lying upon the
bed, but it was Impossible to tell
which of the two used it. The man
registered as Ralph Rose. The name
of the woman is unknown.
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TRUE AMERICAN

BELLE FRANCE

Rogers hxiks very much like a human being. He acts very much like
a god. When people get in tils way
he brushes them aside. He kicked in i
the shins a newspaper photographer j
who attempted, within his rights, to.
take a snapshot of him on Broadway.)
He Is guarded by three strong-armedetectives when he walks upon the
street. He Is haughty, contemptuous,
overbearing, dictatorial and evidently
vain.
There is no record of H. H. Rogers,"
age. He appears to be about 65 years
old. He is a handsome man. bIx
feet tall, well proportioned and dresses j
like a dandy. To begin at the bottom
and work up, he wears patent leather
shoes, milk white stockings, a dark
sack suit, Ironed Into stiff creases, a
pale blue cravat neatly tied and held
with a priceless pearl pin. a tall flat
collar, and a filmy white cambric
handkerchief protrudes from the outside pocket of his coat.
The wonderful feature of Roger'
face is the expressive nes of hi eye.!
A STUDY PICTURE OF H. H. ROGERS.
When he it calm they are wide open,
pale blue orb that aee everything and rows at the chin, nig moustache is in the court room was turned Into a
ay nothing. When the spirit of the pure and white and bristles out sharp- jollity. Even the attorney general
and
man is roused, these pale blue eye j ly at the ends. Rogers parts Ills hair the commissioner laughed at Rogers'
turn jet black and seem to fairly shoot in the middle and waves H out loosely Jokes. Once when Hadley had asked
fire as steel on flying emery. They ar at the sides. It Is pure white, save the witness to be instructed to aneyes that bore holes through every- two little brown spots Just over the swer if he refused to reply to a ques
thing before them.
ears.
Rogers leaped out of the chair,
Drooping down over tbe shining nose i The whole 'assembly of features tion
and bowing wlt'a mocked deference,
spectacles are heavy gray
forms a masterful head.
said, "Thank you. Judge; I bow with
which add a sinister appearance to his
Rogers is quick. Impulsive, and con- the greatest Reference."
face. Rogers nas a heavy, hard Jaw, siderable of an actor. His attitude on
"1 am not a Judge," Hadley replied.
h lc ell
nivttrilftcka
Ilia nnun la Inns'! the witness
wan
refushotly,
stand
he
Rogers neer- rather
hooking ing to answereven the impltt ques- lngiy said: "Iwhereat
t flfl talght nd!
will call you colonel,
lightly at the
His forehead rises tions by Attorney General Had ley, then, as you are from MIsBonrl.'
high, giving him an extraordinarily) was becoming ridiculous.
"Quick as
That is Rogers.. Ke cunningly act
large skull. His ear are unusually! wink he realized this,
sud- the part which circumstances assigned
large, denoting, as physiognomists! denly converted himself Intoand
a humor- htm. He snaps his words out in a
say, generosity. Hard lines circle the ist. He made funny gibes here
and rather unmusical voice, sharp as. the
eyes and mouth and deepen into fur-- ' there and soon
the strango situation nark of a coyote.

MYSTERY SURROUNDS
TWO DEATHS IN CHICAGO.

NUMBER

AFFAIRS OF LA

i

New York, Jan. 17. "I am greater i
than the courts. My personality, by
the order of things, ia a divine right. '
I am superior
be-- !
to all things her
low, except one John D. Rockefeller,;
my only boss. I am a giant creation,)
and all of these little human being
are ants who crawl before me. If they
attempt to annoy me, my heel crvishe
them. My position h
made me exempt from that bothersome convention
called 'law.'"
That is the attitude of Henry H.
Rogers, commander general of Standard Oil, 'high dictator of a nation's
finance, business manRger of the Unit--'
ed States senate, and the recognized j
Captain Kidd of the twentieth century.
However Impotent Rogers may oon- -'
slder the law. It has dragged him outi
at last upon a public stage, and a a!
witness in the Missouri trust investl-- '
gallon in this city tbe naked truth of

in Hazing.

Their Temper.
DIFFERENT

A PALE BLUE TO

Cadets Walk

So Four

Hard Hit They Lose

TWO

EVENING. JAN UAH V 17, 100G.

H. H. ROGERS, WHOSE EYES CHANGE FROM

STATEHOOD HAS

Arizona

WEDNESDAY

NEW MEXICO.

Chicago,

Jan. 17. Out of respect to
the memory of Marshall Field, who
died yesterday In New York, the Field
wholesale anil retail establishments in
Chicago were today closed and will
remain closed until Saturday.

v..

JXv.

.'.;

WHERE DECEASED WILL
TAKE HIS LAST SLEEP.
New York, Jan. 17. A special train
bearing the body of Marshall Field to
Chicago, left New York at 11 o'clock
this morning over the New York Central and Lake Shore. It Is expected
tbe party will arrive in Chicago about
noon tomorrow. It was announced today that Meld would be buried In
Graceland cemetery.

f'''

WHEN TILLMAN GETS
FLOOR OF SENATE.
Washington, I). C Jan. 17. When
tho senate convened today Tillman
wits prepared to proceed with a speecii
on the status of affairs in Santo
of which he had given notice,
but as there was considerable rou
tine hii.sluess he was not recognized
until after It bad been disposed of.
Hale Wouldn't Stand It.
An impressive and
almost sensational scene occurred In the senate
today. Tillman was severely arraigning the president, aud Hale, in a firm
and intense manner, declared that
Tillman had no right to vent his feelings against the president In any euoh
ay as he was doing.
Tillman declared that he wad not
his personal feelings to enallowing
ter the subject. Owing to his high regard for the senator from Maine ho
would listen to Hale'n reprimand
losing lils temper.
ttiilh-uhe criticism which Senator
was making related to the eject-- i
of Mrs. Morris from the White
!mi.-whica he said was the most
pitiful example that had ever been
i.iteil with a president. Tillman

HERBERT J. HAG TOMAN.
Hurd, capitalist; Charles S. Tanne-hil- l,
merchant, Koswel:: Charles
sheepman: Judge W. M.
Mndsay, United Sta'. s commissioner,

I'ortales,

N. M.; Hit. till K. S. Woodruff, of Chaves county, and Dr. L. B.

Raschbaum, specialist.
There were numerous other
promptu speeches.

im-

CIVIL

ENGINEERS HOLD
ANNUAL STATE MEETING.
Kockford. 111., Jan. 17. Civil Engineers and surveyor from all parta
of the slate were iu at'eiidance at the
twentieth annual meeting of the 1111
nol Society of Engineers and Surveyors, which opened here this morning
Among the nienilwrs present are many
prominent member.- - of tbe profession
ami many of tbem will deliver
chur-- i ii that Roosevelt had been made
before tho sessions of thee on by tie
press, and that he now sought
vent ion. iTesldent luniel H. Maury, tt, control the press, and that "news
o fl'eoria, will preside at the meetings. pill.-- " were administered hy Secretary
1
.i:ug was sani that
N'""
Tr-nrs
Among tho promln"
.r.
nt 'iid iil like, there was.
tio- pte-..ute. E. E- it. Tru'l. an of Chic-u..sr. a- wr.i'ii at 'he W.nte House If
J C. Mei:ii
Hale
( Wo.. million. W. M. w.is at 'ins p .int. that Senator
hi- - leiiiih.- - to ihe South CaroHay of Kewanee, Jehu W. Alvord o .oio.-Chicago, and K. Usu. i A Aihautbra. mix era'-.r.

34'4'I't

mer-lanti-

i

ioli-tician-

WHY CHICAGO STREET

CARS VIOLATE LAW

Till-ma-

I

t

e.

as-SI-

-

i.i-.- i

cele-brutii.-

b

-

I

-

--

Chicago, Jan. 17 Dr. Maurice F. gates are left open for these two
Doiy, traction expert for the city of blocks because the right side of the
Chicago, today peremptorily stopped cars is the. near side iu passing.
(raffle on the two cable lines running
The mayor pointed out to General
of Wabash avenue and State street, Manager Mitten that the city ordion the soiiih side of tlie city, ami nance demanded that the jrates on the
which ure owned by the Chicago City left remain closed. Mitten admitted
this, but declared tbut by reason of
Hallway company.
The ruasou given by tr. Ooty Is the position of tho low tracks It would.
ihiil Die lues hi 'lie passengers are I.e inipuhsil.V while runulng those two
Imperiled b tho fact that tho gates blocks, and nt the name time to give
Ol) the left rldf; of t lit Cats are left satisfactory
service
The order was
open while they traverse
the two later given hy the mayor allowing th
squares oil Wabash avenue, between cars to run as before, tho tie-u- p
lastTbe ing longer than two hours.
Kaudolph aud Madisiu otrevts.
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LAUGHTER

MOST ANYTHING

Weekly ky

By Ella

Dearborn,

K.

M.

Tke Citizen Publishing Company
T
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MJNataaW far tea aa hatoaj

a

'

It In to bo deplored that we, an a
nation, are becoming no dignified, and
dike life so seriously even trades'.!)-Tho czar thinks hi 'troubles
anil now. as if to Intensify the growan
Tliey
over.
ovit.
ing tendency toward solemnity, eoir.es
air
a scientist Sir Arthur Mitchell, K. C.
At out rato. Tom Uiwson isn't no H.
and says thiit "laughing Is lnsnn-ity,- "
near broke that he's keeping quU't.
n t. it strengthens the mind, "and
Bernalillo County
ffUUl Paper
Gilbert and Cullivan form a Imwling theaters are hut gatherings of people
m4 Ctty of Albuquerque.
team in Cleveland. Yes, yes, another
-- nilsM Pm AAmimot DbptclM.
Pinafore production.
lenjart CKj 4 Cmty CIkhIiMm.
Tka Lirnrt Htw Mnlc Clrenlitlta.
Lucky thing for .lack O'Brien that
lltptl lUrttw Srlwni Ctrfulttit. none of tlio White House policemen
were on ditty at the New York hotels.
TINMI OF SUBSCRIPTION: SIM
mm mar la ttniM
...v.
MS W
The Whole Gang Wii There.
to
A HI Bontk
Mfe W
100
Chas. Gang and family of Alliance,
4. M Jar
SaaMr ar
spent Christmas at the home of Mrs.
Dully by Carrier, 60c per month Ida Shaw. Carrollton (O.)
A. McCnll Is improving.
Now York Life.

John

'he

So

I

nt

par -- aak. ar far
aaata aw aMata. waaa pala monthtr.

Urrta!i(

M aant

"Were you out at the races the
day?''
other
liUt Itdi howl ei Ipplimloo "Yes.
was out at the races the sufferingmayfrom temporary insanity."
One
expect almost any meanother day. I'm always out, at the ness
tat eaafar a
ar natrfytiur
or crime of a Ions fa. '.'d dyspei
races.".
aa aay aaa alrra af Um papr.
tie, but. who would be suspicious ot a
1

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

John P. Rockefeller, Jr., has been man who laughed heartily?
There are .several kinds of lat'.htcr.
and several degrees of each kli.j; It Is
almost another language.
Can you not recall a smile 'hat hid
so much of a sneer In It thi-t- . it could
sting like a blow in the fee?
Ono Instinctively Judsor character
by the laugh, Just as we are unconsciously Influenced by the personal appearance, and you will usually find
vous prostration.
this instinctive judgment to be cor'He's the most, reckless chauffer
rect.
ever saw. lies speed crazy.
One admires most the lausli that
iws
t
surI
would!!
'That's true.
has In it th broad sound of A- - hu
go
to heaven ha
nrised if he declined to
just bo he can spend the hereafter In
Instinctively, you trust that person.
scorching.
just as you mist rust the nio who
laughs with a U sound.
'Who knows what become of all the
Avoid the person who laughs with a
Sunday
boys?'
asked the
bad little
U sound, but more than all, avoid tne
tell
can
"Who
school superinlendtn.
person who laughs not at all.
me?"
Hearty laughter Is of real thera
"I 1now," piped out the red headed peutic value It Increases the circula
beboy. "They go to Pittsburg and
tlon, relieves the overcharged nerve
come millionaires."
cells, aids digestion, stimulates the
were to kiss you right now liver and Irowels, and overcomes men
'If
tal depression.
would you scream?"
Rut the
This much for yourself.
'Wliv. what good would that do.'
You know father la bo deaf he couldn't Influence of a laugh is untold untenhear, and mother Is such a sound able. Tears may be sacred, and a
laugh may be holy, but does not the
sleeper nothing would awaken her."
memory of a laugh comfort you more
Naturally, he did.
than the memory of tears?
laughing is Infectious. Happy that
"I can't handle your case with
either skill or Intelligence unless you household that has a nilrthmaker In
take me Into your confidence," said the It; and whatever loss of dignity is
great lawyer.
"Yes. I know." replied his client,
most of you lawyers are cut out for
confidence men."

PmuniM
aanaa. aartaWaa and axpraaa awna arden telling his class In Sunday school
parable M aa ardar af tba what a lie is. It is safe to assume that
am ha
association has made Johnny an ex
wit rakaa'Ha'Miai
on mendacity.
Colorado 15 pert
I AS
All right, knock Chauncey M. De
pew if you wish. Rut just the same
he doesn't send word to the newsSAINTED GIRL, AN
papers that he's suffering from tier

itamitk

EXILE, IS DEAD

!

Possessed of
Mystic Power, Banished
From Mexico.

5anta Teresa,

HEALER

THE

OF

AFFLICTED

Santa Teresa, once traluted by the
people of her native town, Cabora, in
the mate of Sonora, Mexico, and later
banished from Mexico ly superstitious
iffrcers who believed that she possessed miperhuman power and was re
sponsible for an attempt to incite a
revolution, died in exile in Clifton,
Artilona, Just Saturday.
With the death of Santa Teresa, or
the Saint of Cnbora, as she waa known
la Mexico, nasses one of the most
wonderful characters of the past

1

One cent per word, each

Here you'll And
what you've been
looking

MINIMUM

for.

CHARGE,

Make your wants
known througn
these columns.

15c.

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
iVloney to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
In" nt
BROKERS
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fur
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If Ton
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Inc.), Drain Broken
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Bullrflnff, tX. Louli

917 Chemical
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CoMriNT. Draft.
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r at the law rata af

-- WANT

POPULAR

WANTEt
WANTKIJ--Solicito-

on

r,

commission.

Address,

salary
A.

anil
It., this

office.
WANTKD

A
goixl (woman) cook
wants position. Address A. M. A.,
this office.
WANTKIJ
Position as clerk by man
Apply
of five years' experience.
109 North Walter street.
German woman waius po
WANTKD
sition as chambermaid in city or out
of town. Address it., this office.
WANTED A medium size safe. Ad
dress The Conservative Mi'e Inur-anc- e
Co., N. T. Armijo building.
WANTED A live apprentice uoy. lo
barn the painters' trade. See Hudson, the South Second street painter.

WANTED-

-

UenUemen s

Keconu-nan-

Helen. N. M.
MALE HELP WANTED.
THREE YOUNG MEN to prepare for
desirable positions in Government
Service. Good salail'. Fine oppor
tunlty for promotion. Address U. S.

Citizen.

11

1906,

17.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

v

4

.

x

Ttist

Montezuma

Co

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

Wagons and other Chattel; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re-- !
main in your possession. Our rates
are reasonabVe.
Call and tee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tlokets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Responsible
Reliable
REAL ESTATE.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

Extends to Depositor every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Several Houses for Rent.

Sollcltt

New

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,
PORTERFI ELD

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
O. E. Cromwell
George Arnot

SOLOMON

d

clothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. ,T. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED A good woman cook at
the Commercial hotel, Helen, N. M.
Must have references. Address, B.
Kutz, proprietor Commercial hotel,

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

TOPEKA

&

SANTA

FE RY.

CO.,

110 W. Gold.

Keep Your Eye on This
PROFESSIONAL

Spae.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUHRQU.

CARDS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mail
LAWYERS.

Of near and

JOSHVA

S.

N. M.

Director.

RATNOLD9

...

..l'm
...........

W'.V'.W
FRANK McKEK ... '.
Caakaar
H. A. FROST
joTTTiENT 'Kurnfshed rooms; bath,
,
H. F. RAYNOL.D8
electric lights. 200 North Edith.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms, hot and
U. . DEPOSITORY.
;l
cold water; steam heat; homo cooking. Casa de Oro.
AHtaortsM CapHal
.JSMOtvM
FOR RENT -- Bright, sunny rooms for
"Ifces your wife ever put on the
Paid Uo Capital. Surplus aad ProfMa
A few years ago In the little Pueblo
$tt,0efe
Railroad
524
West
housekeeping
with you?"
of Cabora, in the hills of Sonora, Mex- gloves
avenue.
exactly
I
"Humph,
know
Just
don't
plain-faced
Mexi
DepoeHory for Atchison, Topeka
ico. Teresa Urrea, a
Santa Fe Railway Ooaapaaty
KOR IvENT Newly furnished rooms,
you mean, but if you mean what
can jclrl of lowly parentage and about what
519 W.
Call
en
1 think
single
suite.
Rodey.
and
t.
no,
why,
you
S.
she
do,
doesn
Bernard
16 years of age began to attract the
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerue
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maeitas.
on ten or
attention of her people by her alleged She generally puts them
a
rule,
I
RENT Two fine large, office N. M. Prompt attention given to all
as
d
FOR
fifteen
minutes
after
wonderful healing powers. .She claim
rm-uliy
family
is
by
sustained
the
rooms facing Railroad avenue, in business pertaining to the profession
ed that she was endowed with power just as w'e reach the street car."
pensated in increased health and hapN. T. Armijo building; steam heat Will practice in all courts of the tern
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
to heal the sick and afflicted and went
piness.
"They talk aljout the workmen nowtory and before the United State
Enquire room 17
about among the poor people of her adays
Mark Twain, the humorist, has done PTm RENT
pride
any
In
having
not
their
land
office.
ami
power.
Four
demonstrating
It
town i
her
more good In the world than Samuel
Tra M. Bond.
houses; new and modem. WT. H
waa claimed thut she accomplished work. Look at Trimmlns, the barber. Clemens,
M. I)., could ever have done;
con
a
ever
so
workman
Was
ATTORNEY-AT-LAthere
32 F street
McMillion. real estate dealer, 211
cases
mime wonderful cures in the
'
but think what a world of good Mark
Gold avenue.
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
West
N.
of neoule supposed to be incurably af scientious as he Is?"
might, have done!
Twain, M. IJ
f
"Does his best, does he?"
caveats
flicted and wrought such apparent
FOR RENT Nicely iurnished cot- - lands, patents, copyrights, ciainna,
Why, lie's so Laughter Is better than pills!
"You bet lie does.
patents-- trade f.narKs,
rooms,
letter
wonders in this line that her native
age
two
flats,
$iu
and
three
I believe In
hearty laughter, the
people made her a saint and from that loyal to his tradK he won't ''vote a giver
rTwTdT Bryan.
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
of health, and the mirth that Is
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquer
time on she was affectionately known straight ticket. Always cuts it.V
524 Johnjtreet, east end of viaduct.
of
New Mexico
is
keenness,
still
mental
that
born
of
j
as Santa Teresa.
oue. N. M. Office First National
FOR
SALE
Reflections of An Actress.!
shorn of points that sting, or barbs
During: the, time that she was at
two In that, hurt; health suffers from tool FOR SALE Furnished tent. Address Bank building.
tracting so much atteution revolution a Abox.lobster in the plate-beat- s
Capital
$100,000.00
E. W. Dobson.
.1. H
this office.
much dignity, therefore the surplus
un
to
trying
incite
lata were at work
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
'
A millionaire ougiit. to be boni every should be buried and a keen sense of FOR SAIJJ
Surplus
cheap
15,000.00
saddle,
Profits
Undivided
aud
Horse
and
Teresa
Santa
In
Insurrection
Sonora.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
therefrom, thatl 524 Mountain Road.
humor resurrected
waa accused by the officials of the minute.
Dead men tell no tales but their will enable ono to see a point quickly, gEIjL(
state of being the controlling influkenT or TRADE ust your ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-John. H. Stinale.Suite 16. N
and to laugh heartily.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
ence that waa stirring up the revolu friends do.
It's a long lane that has to be travT. Armijo building, Albuquerque
From people who are too polite to
tion and threats of banishing her were
The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon 0
South Broadway.
N. M.
laugh, good Iord deliver us.
four-rooIreely made. The sainted girl pro- eled In anything hut an automobile.
A
FOR
frame
BALE
rest
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat-- '
JMvorce will out.
tested her innocence of any connecARCHITECTS.
donee, No. 1107 South Arno street.
she
Walling
revolution
the
with
and
O.
tion
ment. .Correspondence or a penonal interview solicited.
v
F. W. Spencer and V.
For particulars, call on premises.
"What do you good union men do CUPID'S AIM AT
found a few champions among influ- wnen
Barnett building
You have to
OR TRADE A good bus! ford, rooms
FOR
SALE
'phones.
M.
ential citlsens of Mexico, some of employ you get married?
Both
LAST IS TRUE
ness for citv property. T. L. Mc Albuquerque, N.
labor then."
Among these
them public officials.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
"Indeed, we don't. We hire a loyal
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
wag I,auro Aguirre, of El Paso, then a
,
union man."
HEARTS OF ESCIPULIO ROMERO FOR SALE Indian trading post;
captain in the Mexican army.
A. L. Morgan.
"lint
there isn't ' any . ministers'
good location and a paying business
GREENING ARE
MRS.
was the punishment meted
AND
"
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC- 0 ".OLD RBLIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 187J C
T. L. McSpadden. 3H0 South Broad
AT LIFE'S SIXTIETH
mt by the government of the stale union.'
PIERCED
are
Estimates
BUILDER
AND
TOR
Is
"No, but the minister we select
way.
JANUMILE STONE WEDDED
of Sonora to Captain Aguirre for lii
cheerfully furnished; job work solic- f)
I
defense of the Saint of Cabora, and ipeniber of the Carpenters' and Join
ARY 15.
FOR SALHI A hanuaome Harduian ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
piano, In flDe condition and almost 911 North Second street, Albuquer
he came to Kl l'aso. where he has ers" 1'nion."
For partlcu que, N. M.
new, at a bargain.
since edited a Spanish paper known
Particulars of the wedding of a well
No Time Wasted.
as 1a Refornm Social.
at this offlcej
lars,
known local eonplo has Just leaked
call
H.
V.
wife
attended
and
Santa Teresa was also banished and
PHYSICIANS.
which is somewhat out. of the FOR SALE A nice saddle pony; al
dinner at it. .1 White's Sunday. oui.
Jn the year 1894 visited Kl Paso, where the was
of nuptials tnat have been
general
W
run
second-hanharness.
saddle
and
R.
J.
said at the table that
It
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Iter fame as a divine healer had
Grain
Provisions
celebrated in this city for some time,
H. McMillion, real estate dealer. 211
Physician and Surgeon
Homeopathic
her. She Hot up in a small tent Waite, Steve Ilrown and .las. Turner
of
marriage
to
the
.They
pertain
avenue
Cold
West
over
building,
obeyed
the old Scripture Injunction Kscipiilo
Room 25, Whiting
in th eBout he western part of that city
Mrs. Franclsclta
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
which says to eat, all things set before Greening. Romero and
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in
Vann's drug store. Automatic
and the Mexican people flocked to see you,
some
in the Southwest.
I
have
In
mines?
terested
410.
asking no quest kins for conscience
telephone,
her in great numbers. The blind, the
01
Is
ihe iallei'
Kscinulio Romero
said to be good deals. Talk with
lame, the halt, the afflicted In every sake, and lor one hour they sat with the count v iirlson In Old Albuquerque
R. L. MUST,
DR.
me. T. l McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
form, crowded around her tent to re- their feet under the table in profound His bride is the widow of tne late
AND
way.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
ceive the healing touch of her alleged silence, busy eating and not a word Fritz Greening, one of the
with High- SALE $25,000 ranch at a bar- FOR
treated
divinely appointed hand. There are spoken. Seqiiachee (Tenn.) News.
Tuberculosis
blacksmiths of Albuquerque
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. Q
gain; will take small property in Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
many Mexicans in Kl Paso today who
IS Escipulio Romero
On January
"Did you ever live 111 this city'
phone or micide. Treatments given eacn ua;
wire,
exchange.
Write,
believe that Santa Teresa was really
led bis bride to the altar In the church
l posHOHKvd of some
kind of healing asked the eminent lawyer.
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303 from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
There the words
"1 don't know," replied the witness, at Old Albuquerque.
Both 'phones.
power and claim that she wrought
in attendance.
South Broadway.
cures that were nothing short of politely. "That i, I am not iosltlve of the priest united them in holy niatDR. J. D. NUSBAUM
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in
out
wlin
two
souls
made
I
and
rinionv
I
hi;
may
whether
evi r did or not.
s
miraculous.
on the best
residence
She remained ill Kl Paso for about able to answer the question if you will a single thought, two hearts that beat
street in the city; will rent for $45 Practice limited to diseases of the
one
as
dipermit
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
a month and finally left, going to
nie to examine the old city
month; owner leaving town. F. L
It is rare, indeed, that Cupid's ar
14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Arizona. Her friends in the Pass City rectories."
Rooms
303 South Broadway.
McSpadden.
' How old si.,- you?''
in the heart of a
ros find a target
8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
claimed that the reason she left Kl
Hours,
double-ba- r
SAUK
A
FOR
groom
"Really.
Telephones: - Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Paxo was that she was being spied
eannoi answer offhand. bride of sixtv summers, and
new
shotgun;
bran
reled,
if life's mile
upon by spies of the Mexican governwould li.ne to look over my books who has passed sixty-twDR, W. G. SHADRACH,
never has been used; one of th
stones. Yet. the recently 'made .Mrs
ment and that she became afraid that. first.
Call at The Citizen of
best
makes.
age
ripe
this
Romero
at
arrived
Jieing so near the border, she might
has
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
"Are you married?"
fice for particulars.
and trustworthy
Throat.
he kidnaped and taken back to Mex"I believe so, though I am only and the esteemed
at Occulist and and
SALE- - A bargain, if sold
I
ico.
Aurist for Santa Fe coast
speaking fr.jn In at say. I'd much pre- jailer of Perfect o Armijo is two years FOR
with
bath
house,
once,
one
spent
her
hU
has
wife's
lines.
Office, 313Vi West Railroad
senior.
Since that time she
fer to speak to lit v wife before swear
cement walks: furnished or unfur avenue.
This fact did not lessen in the least
life in exile in Arizona, where she ing positively one way or the other."
gas.
lights
Ad
nisheii,
or
Electric
warmt'h
waa treated with the greatest kindto 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Hour:
"Why Is It you find it ltitimssllibi to the lov of the courtship, Ihe
..,
..
dress, A. T., this office.
p. in.
ness. At Clifton she found a ' good answer my questions?"
"'I i"e wooing or itie miss ...1.un
goods at a
home ami there she passed away last
"Sir." r plied Ihe witness, most re-- ' brill. the happy couple through and FOR SALE Household
UNDERTAKER.
bargain, if sold at once. Everything
Saturday.
spccM'u!i. "I have worked tor lie ' hi ui:!i. whtTflhe solemn words oi
china,
llaviland
sideboard,
1
of
new:
wife.
hundreds
by
remembered
She is
Colo Red 115.
A'iri. 'phone 3 111.
"'e I'li.st made them man and
StKuda.'d Co tor
cars."
nt;-- ,
comer tables, folding bed.
people in Kl l'aso and southern New
A happier couple it will lie difficult
BORDERS,
A.
South
couches, etc. A- C. Putter.
Mexico and among the Mexicans es
to find in all Albuquerque than Mr.
City Undertaker.
Indigestion Overcome.
Foil rib street.
is
pecially, the news of her demise will
It
Escipulio
Romero.
Mrs.
Commercial Club . Building, Black
and
by
is
overcome
the
lot,
corner
containdeep,
SALE
be received with much sorrow.
Foil
One
and white hearse, $,"..
use 01 Kdoi Dyspepsia Cure, iiecause not strange, however, that a
frame cottages;
ing two I room
face
the
illumine
smiling
blush
should
you
eat and
this remedy digests what
ASSAYERS.
Something of a Memory.
bath; cement walks on both streets;
lie bride as she received the conYou have the use of the
You deposit the cost of the heater. $:'.
"Thai tramp printer named Skibs glvca the stomach a rest allows it to or
good shade; electric light and fuel
nor
friends,
many
gratulations
her
of
& COLLINS,
grow
again
CORBET
strong
who called at your office last Thurs recuperate and
heater until the 15th of May; return th- beater mi or before that
gas on promise,. Address, T. A. Civil
marked
is
of
step
Hie
the
Jailer
United
that
Engineers.
Mining
Indigestion,
Belching
of
and
Ask about it at Fourth Etreet and
day was mixed on his dates." said Kxlol relieves
date and the $2 is yours a.ain
this office.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
etc., by an unusual spring and his voice
(Sold avenue. The (Jas Man.
Tom IKinahiie to the Examiner. "Im lias. Sour Stomach, Heart-Burn- ,
European
has
SAI.Eilotel,
which
FOR
plan;
expression
delighted
bv
a
ASSAYERS.
organs
to
said a heavy snow fell here May lti, ami euables the digestive
2ii rooms,
newly furnished in new East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
transform all finals Into the kind ofl""Hed but a lew days bacl
11176, tho day he was here with Robin-nubuilding; best location in city; a
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
'a circus, but that is not so. I re- rich red blood that makes health audi
LAND MATTERS.
tine business proposition. Reason
TO ISSUE BONDS FOR
member May 16, 187H, particularly, be- strength. Sold by all druggists.
poor
health.
selllug,
for
Address,
EXPENSES.
CURRENT
H. W. S. Otero,
cause on that day I quit work as u SHOOTING AND KILLING
F. J.. this office.
United States Court Commissioner,
The county commissioners of TorJJacksinlth for Miller Bros., and ther
NEW
IN
MEXICO.
SOUTHERN
Will attend
ses703 West Silver avenue.
rance county met in postponed
was no snow or any other kind of bad
BUSINESS EXCHjANG E.
About two weeks ago, Juan Mar-- sion lh other
'
KHVS the Es- I
hav- - property ih to matters before the land "flic;
wealherthat day." Rellefoinalne
WE FILL
EXCHANGE
To'
Inez was shot and killed at Colorado, taucla News. Besides a great deal 01
Examiner.
Missouri, Kansas,
Illinois,
Iowa,
TAILORING
MERCHANT
Rodey p; stotlice, by Kzeqniel Lebarte, rm
h,. most linporiaui.
ilgjllet(H
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
Colorado aud Arizona to trade for
says I lie l.as t ruces Kepulillcati.
NEXT TO BANK. Of OOMM-R- CH
business was the consideration of tne
properly. Talk with UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Albuquerque
the
bonds.
sell'
detense,
and
claimed
lssnauet. of current exnenso
ijnO
McSpadden,
me.
T. L.
South
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
coroner's jury up there acquitted him It U'liK
t.i en II for bids Oil
At Cor blent Prices
203 W. oad
Broadway,
BINI, PROPRIETOR
but later be was ui rested and brought hose j,, tm. sum of five thousand dol-t- o
some
I
have
EXCHANGE
TO
ranches
the
preliminary
Cruces,
and a
l.as
iars. niovidiiiL. inunction received
to trade for city property. T. L.
My merchant tailoring stiep Is uphearing was had Uot Saturday even- - approval ol the district attorney, who
Broadway.
300
South
McSpadden,
r
over No. 209 West Railroad
'
stairs
Lopez.
judge
lug before Judge
The
wiis unavoidably detained in baula
The exchange man.
Comes up when
where I solicit the patronage of
'i bal the county has run a whole McSPADDEN
.1.
found Ihe evidence sufficient lo hold
ur.v
See him for business exchangps. the public. All work guarameea
him to await? the a.'ihni of the grand! year on hot air proves that It Is not
years ex
NATIVK
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
,o0o
fifteen
i
had
Broadway.
300
local
I,.,,
our
South
of
cold here as sirtiie
Jury, anil he was sent to jail. A
Gape-NttnWriJ.,
in th business. Suits made
Always
till ERM
BUILDING
PAPER
PAINT
man was at the Isntotu of the trouble thermometers would have us believe,
FOUND.
and
pressed
tn
finches cleaned,
No iloiibi
ucr
i,
be bonds will h"1' ready
between I lie two men.
iuva
hiwii
vu.s.i
not
will
Stock
Lime,
use
Camas t,
Plaster,
pin, with p. ails repaired. The specific
longest, most economical, full
sale at a fair price, as several buyers Fol'Nli lady's Mar
IS THE FOOD
.
Ladles garments
and diamonds. Owner can recover Injure the clots.
"'o
eta.
Doers,
Paint,
Mabelle C.ilmau says that Pit tsburg ,Mve already offered to bid n
Sash
Glass,
measure.
same by" calling at Murphy & ij,t also cleaned and walking skirts made
millionaires au k culture. That ought The board will meet the third Mon-tALBUQUERQUE N. M.
terson's barn and paying for this to order Give me a irtai.
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.
"There's a Reason"
settle it. If Mabelle doesn't kllow.,av
February to open bids oil these
BAMB1N,
FOR RENT
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BEGIN

fr(m yesterday
Items of Merest Which Other
Itenv of Much More

Boost for ALBUQUERQUE.
SECOND Buy a few cheap suburban lots in the Easte
plan only $10 down, balance $1 per week.
THIRD A few dollars invested every month in these lots will result in a nice stake in a few
'
'
years.
FOURTH Look out for some big developments within the next six weeks that will put all Albuquerque real estate on the raise.

KEPT ROM TUESDAY PAPER

griculture, Mechanics, Edu

catbn, Amusement, and Other

Interests Have Innings.
Detroit,

YEMR

FIRST

Interest

Law,

Mich., Jan. 16.

The anhual
Pas
enger Steamer Stewards Association
opened its session here today. Mayor
Codd welcomed nm ,n.),onta
tha
opening session this morning. There
will l.e another meeting In the afternoon, followed ly a Hutch lunch at
Rtchton's. Tomorrow morning the officers for the en.suing year will be W.
elected and in the evening there will
le a theater party. On the following
evening a grand ball will be given in
Secretary-Treasui- er
W.
Harmonie Hall, where the sessions of
the convention are held. One of the
features of the convention is an exhibition, of cooking and baking.
thunderstorm and attracts consider
MARKET LETTER
able attention.
Another Interesting
feature is the exhibition of accumuBEET GROWERS MEET
the latest Special Correspondence.
IN DENVER, COLORADO. lators, which Includes
Denver, Colo., Jan. 16. In answer achievements of Edison an( other inKansas City, Mo., Jan. 15.
The
to an Invitation sent out by the Presi- ventors.
heavy supply of cattle for the season
dent of the Billings Commercial Club,
keeps up, and prices on fed steers are
a large number of the beet growers NEW YORK STATE
10 to 20 cents lower than a week ago.
BAR
ASSOCIATION.
from all part of the country are
Butcher stuff and stockers and feedAlbany, X. Y., Jan. 16. Representa- ers are holding up steady. The run
assembled here to consider matters of
interest and importance to the beet tive Charles E. Llttlefield of Maine today is 13,000 head, market opened
sugar industry, and to discuss plans will be the principal speaker before weak to loc lower, account of an exfor the formation of a national organ- the annual meeting ot the New York cessive supply at Chicago, and prices
ization of beet growers and beet sugar State Bar Association, which will 10 to 20 cents lower there, but, comThe convention will open in the Assembly Chamber this petition was strong and prices are
manufacturers.
last several days.
evening. Mr. Llttlefield will speak on closing the day about steady. Very
the subject "The Three Departments little stuff from the range country has
LEGAL QUESTION OF
of Government and Thler Relations been received In the last week, one
CONSIDERABLE INTEREST. to Each Other." President Richard L. drove of high grade Hereford stockNew York, Jan. 16. An Interesting Hand will speak on the subject of ers from the Panhandle, at $4.25, belegal question is Involved In a case "The Judicial Power." Other addresses ing the most sensational sale. Prices
range cattle of all kinds may be
which came up in the city court today. which will be delivered during the on
as unchanged for the week.
The court Is asked to decide, whether two days of the meeting will be "The quoted
Bulk of the stockers and feeders sell
a man's fiancee or his brothers and Massachusetts Ballot System' by at
$3.56 to $4.15, about 50 cents above
sisters have a stronger claim to his Richard H. Dana, of Boston; "Tie Dis- a month
ago, and the price Is gradumoney. Delia Ryan was tngaged and regard of Law," by Judge Alphonso T.
creeping upward. Although heavy
shortly to be married to Frank Ryan, Clearwater of Kingston; "Should the ally
runs have had the effect of depresswho was killed In an accident. He Grand Jury System be Abolished?" by
temporarily on fed
gave Miss Ryan his bank books, show- George Lawyer of Albany; "Fraudu- ing theat market
different times this month,
cattle
ing $40if on deposit, his insurancelent Conveyances," by Frederick
general opinion favors a let up in the
and a deed to his burial plot. She
of receipts this week or next, and a
of New York; "Combination
turned over the last two to his sister Contracts on Sale of Personal Prop- stronger market accordingly.
and brother and kept the bank book. erty," by Edward S. Rapallo of New
Extra heavy runs of sheep and
The suit which comes up today has York; "The Great Forward Movement lambs in the last ten days have
been filed by the deceased man's sis- for Uniform Divorce Laws," by Clin- brought about a decline of 15 to 25
ter and brother, who demand the ton U. Gibbs of Buffalo.
cents, including a loss of 10 to 15
money deposited in their brother's
The subject of ballot reform will be cents today. Supply today is 15.000
name. The case Is attracting consid- discussed by William M. Ivens, the bead, and a good deal of the stuff Is
erable, attention, and the court was defeated candidate for mayor of New poorly finished. Several strings of
filled with lawyers when the case was York. It is generally conceded that Monte Vista lambs are here, selling at
taken up this morning.
Joseph H. Choate, the former United! $6.95 to $7.25, and some choice heavy
States Ambassador to Great Britain, Lamar lambs at $7.35; fed western
ANNUAL BONSPIEL OF
will be elected president of the Bar ewes, $5.35; western Bheep and yearlings, mixed, at $5.75 to $6.25; goats
CURLING ASSOCIATION. Association.
at io.W to $3.75; and the limit on fed
Duluth, Minn.', Jan. 16. The nnual
yearlings is around $6.50; although
bonspiel of the Northwestern Curling ILLINOIS APPRECIATES
ITS DAIRY ENTERPRISES. $6.65 was paid lust Friday, on which
Association opened yesterday in the
Effingham, 111., Jan. 16. Representa- day fed Mexican wethers sol dat $6.10.
Duluth Rink and several hundred curlers, from all parts of the northwest, tives of the dairy Industry, one of the Feeders have generally pushed their
are in attendance, either taking part most important, industries of this stuff as much, as possible aiming to
in the contests or watching the work state, 'have come together here from get It on the market at the earliest
of the curlers, and discussing with in- all parts of tae state to attend the an- possible time, but traders consider
situation safe and recent decline
tense interest every phase of the play. nual convention of the Illinois Dairy- the
temporary. Demand is heavier
The number of rinks entered in the men's Association, which will open only
The mayor ot than ever known before.
contest is larger than ever, and in- here this afternoon.
cludes rinks from Superior, Duluth, Effingham will welcome the delegates
STOCK SALES
VVinnipeg, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Mi- and V. R. Kimzey of Taarco will relwaukee, Chicago, Port Arthur, Rat spond on behalf of the members.
Portage, the Soo, Virginia, Drayton, President Joseph Newman of Elgin Special Correspondence.
St. Thomas, Bowesmont, and other will deliver his annual address, and
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 12.
Some
places in various sections of the north- papers will be read by A. F. j&nzeu, sales of fed western sheep and lambs
west. The local rinks have made ex- W. J. Judkins, J. R. Biddulph, Prof. at Kansas City this week:
tensive preparations for the various W. J. Fraser of the University of IlliMonday, Jan. 8.
Power Bros., Humboldt, Nebr., 525
.entertainment of the visiting curlers nois and others. The convention will
and there will be several banquets and be in session three days. Governor lambs, 71 pounds, $7.40.
W. A. Colt, Las Animas, Colo., 943
other social functions in their honor. Deneen is expected here and will probably address the convention at one lambs, 76 pounds, $7.50.
of the evening sessions.
C. W. Clark, Monte Vista, Colo., 582
TENNESSEE SCHOOL
lambs, 65 pounds, $7.40.
OFFICERS ASSEMBLE.
J. L. Hurt, Monte Vista, Colo., 1,184
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 16. Governor AGRICULTURISTS MET
IN PENNSYLVANIA. lanws, tiv pounds, fi.oa.
John I. Cox delivered the address of
K. C. Hatton, Monte
Gettysburg, Pa., Jan. 16. The an- Vista, Colo.,
welcome at the opening meeting of
the nineteenth annual convention ot nual meeting of the Pennsylvania 537 lambs, 67 pounds, $7.35.
Tuesday, Jan. 9.
the Tennessee Public School OfficerV State Horticultural Association openE. C. Hatton, Monte Vista, Colo.,
President Gabriel
Association, which was held at Car- ed .here today.
68 pounds, $7.35.
negie Library this morning. Superin- Hiester of Harrlsburg, Pa., called the 544 lambs,
J. T. Rutherford, Hereford, Texas,
tendent P. L. Harnod responded on convention to order and delivered his 501 wethers.
96 pounds, $6.10
behalf of the members and President annual address. The convention will
A. Gardner, Las Animas, Colo., 644
C. P. Lester of Humboldt delivered last two days and the program in- yearlings, 100 pounds,
$6.30.
cludes addresses by Prof. H. A. Surhis annual address.
Kas.,
J. H. McCormack, Manhattan,
face,
zoologist,
economic
State
the
will
in
There
be another session
281 yearlings, 71 pounds, $6.50.
will
who
Scale;
San
discuss
the
Jose
In
the afternoon.
which the various
J. F. Marlman, I .as Animas, Colo.,
county superintendents
will submit Prof. M. B. White of the United States 420 yearlings, 93 pounds, $6.35.
Department
Agriculture,
of
Prof.
and
reports
verbal
of the conditions existWednesday, Jan. 10.
ing in their respective counties. A William A. Taylor, pomologlst to the
Rogers & B., Ponca City. O. T
Department
Agriculture,
of
and
other
numlier of prominent educators will
lambs, 75 pounds, $7.40.
read papers on educational subjects. distinguished experts. The exhibition
E. C. Hatton, Monte Vista, Colo.,
of
fruit
flowers,
various
kinds
of
and
The convention will last three days,
1023 lambs, 70 pounds, $7.40.
which
lu
Is
with
here
held
connection
and there will he morning and afterJ. F. Marlman, Las Animas, Colo.,
the convention. Is unusually interest- 445 yearlings, 97 pounds, $6.30.
noon session every day.
ing, and is attracting considerable InP. Rousse, St. Mary's,
Kas., 278
terest.
lambs, 74 pounds, $7.35.
CHICAGO HOLDS BIG
,
Thursday, Jan. 11.
ELECTRICITY SHOW. ROOSTER SWALLOWED
L. C. Swink, Lamar. Colo., 506 ewes,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 16. The big ElecVALUABLE DIAMOND. 80 pounds. $3.40: 76 yearlings,
72
tricity Exposition at the Coliseum
Cincinnati, O.. Jan. 16. One of the
Is now open. It is one of the largest most interesting attractions at the pounds, $;.5o; 87S Mexican wethers,
$6.10.
and most complete exhibitions of that Cincinnati Poultry and Pet Stock ex- 93 pounds.Bros.,
Nebraska, 53S lambs,
kind ever held In the world and will, hibition, which opened here today, is 72 Power
pounds, $7.35.
undoubtedly, attract great interest. a rooster, which promises, through litEverything connected with electricity igation, to become as famous in hisA Modern Miracle.
and its various applications is repre- tory as the celebrated calf in the
"Trnli- miraenloiiv; weenie! tho ra.
sented in the exhibition. There are Jones County Calf Case. The rooster eovery of Mrs. Mollie Holt of this
lighting plants, generators, dynamos in question was exhibited in Minne- place," writes J. O. It. Hooper, Woodof every style and description in large apolis
last year. At the conclusion ol ford. Term., "she was so wasted by
numbers;
telephone and telegraph the exhibition he was placed in a coughing up puss from her lungs.
plants and equipments, electrict ma- crate for shipment. It belonged to au
declared her end so near that
chinery
propelling trolley cars and exhil.it1 r in the state of New York. the family had watched by her bedautomobiles, and for running various While the crate was with others in side forty-eigh- t
bouts; when, at my
kinds of machinery, etc. From the the exhibition hall, a Kansas exhibitor urgent request Dr. King's New Dismost delicate instruments for testing accidentally
his hand against covery was given her, with the astonicurrents and wireless telegraphy, to the crate, withstruck
a large shing result that improvement began,
force,
such
ihe most ponderous generators, every solitaire diamond, valued atthat$2n, was and continued until she finally comappliance and machinery may be found
.broken from the setting of his ring, pletely recovered, and Is a healthy
in the exhibition.
The lighting ar- and fell into the crate. The rooster woman today." Guaranteed cure for
rangements form a particularly inter- quickly picked up
an.j colds. 5oc and $1.00 at all
the gem and swal-- I coushs
esting feature of the show. They in- lowed it. Then
druggists. Trial liottle free.
exgreat
was
there
clude every known style of electric
The owner of the diamond
lighting, among them several entirely citement. that
the rooster should he MARCELINO BACAAS
new systems. One of the interesting 'demanded
killed, but the owner objected to the
A CHECK ARTIST
features Is the exhibition of high ten- killing of the rooster, maintaining that
sion elect rii i'), by displaying a high It was
bis
fault,
not
had
that
bird
the
tension spark, which jumps the en- swallowed the
Joe lla.o. a saioonist of North First
diamond and that the
of th" lig rooster was
called iikjii the jKiiice yestertire length of the room
stiv;,
"
more
far
valuable than
building.
f a
It gives tin- for assistance In having a
ithe diamond. The Kansas man went day morning by
Hon. Marcellno Baca,
to the courts for relief, and for the check ghen
Itaca had
lust year t!ie case has been dragged of 1'eiia liianca. liquidated.
given Dazo the check on the First
through
ar.y
the state courts, without
!
for $3, claiming that he
prospect of immediate settlement The National bank
money in the bank than
had
mote
r...ster
dots not seem to mind the
Chan,
D.izo feeling sustrouble he has caused by Vis gnedi- Dazo was worth.paper,
made haste to
picious of the
present it at the batik, and the cashier
ion.-.- .
Baca had
"I don't know whether Mis Roo.,e-vel- t confirmed his
will have bridesmaids or no' " no account there. The police assisthi place of C
Baca and the latter
sas Nick l.ongwonh. -- r ,1. n't know ed Ua.o in (imlii4
w
he oil
made haste to turn over a greenback
where J.er gowns will be made
i ,::'. .!"
of
don t
now how long we will be in for the check, tearing it. up tofhwi'h.
He was tvtrcat i tig across the street,
I don't know
Europe.
when we will when it was discovered tM th
1
to
Move
Cincinnati."
Nick couldn't
i
was a
iu aays win .
do any better than that if he had ha ok was only a $.' bi:l. There
of the ch.is. which terlurprl),.
:..k.-a
course in a corre- continuation
minated by liaca producing a five lu
spondence school fcr husbands.
exchange fur the two.

invention of the International
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 160L)
Department of the Interior, Unite
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. If- December 20, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the lW
lowing named claimant has filed ae-tlof his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17. of the act of Marcft
S. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
ny the act of February 21, 1893, (JT
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
uiaue oeiore me united Statea
court commissioner at Albuquerque.
N. M., on the 29th day of January.
1906. rlz..
Mellton S. Otero, lor the
S. H. C. No 1601, In section 19, township 7 north, range 3 east and mo
Hon 24, township 7 north, range
east.
He names the following witnesaea
to prove his actual continuous adrera
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the surrey of the
township, viz:
Jesus Salazar
Otero, of Peralta,
N. M.; Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesua Sanches y
Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.; Deaiderto
Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
Or Who knows of ann anhirtai,l.l
son under the lawa and regulation! of
me interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross-examithe witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by Vlalmant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
Register.

(Small Holding Claim No. 669.)
(Small Holding
No. 445.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 1054.)
Department of the Interior, United Department of theClaim
Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Dec. 28, 1905.
January 8, 1906.
January 9, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the folloNotice Is hereby given that the folNotice Is hereby given that the folwing-named
claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing
named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final tice of his Intention to make
of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under proof in support or his claim final tice
under proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 or the act or March
sections 16 and 17 or the act or March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by 3,
1891, (26
854), as amended 3. 1891, (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., by the act ofStats.,
February 21. 1893. (27 by the act or February 21, 1893, (27
470), and that said proof will be made
470). and that said proor will States.. 470). and thnt said nroof will
before the U. S. Court Commissioner States..
bofore the United States be made before the United States
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day be made
commissioner at-- ' Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque,
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia, court
M., on
February 15, 1906., viz., IN. M on the 19th day of February,
for the Small Holding Claim No. 669, N.
in Sees. 24, 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R. 2 E. Beatris C. de Sanchez, widow or 1906, viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H.
H. Sanchez, deceased, for the u. so. nif4 in sees. 13 and 24, T. 7
He names the following wltuesses Jesus C.
No. 445, situated In Sec. 25, N R. 2 E., and Sees. 18 and 19. T. 7
to prove his, actual continuous adverse S. H.
possession of said tract tor twenty T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N., N., R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses
years next preceding the survey of R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse
the townshinp, viz:
prove
to
his
actual
continuous
possession
adverse
of said tract for twenty
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M. J
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; Sll possession or said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
years
survey
next
preceding
of
the
the township, viz.;
verlo Martinez, of Valencia. N. M.;
the township, viz.:
Eracllo Garcia, of Peralta. N. M.j
Gregorlo 'Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Manuel
Maes,
N.
of
M.:
Valencia.
Any person who desires to protest
Jesus Garcia, or Valencia, N. M.; Mell- Mariano
Perea,
of
Valencia,
M.;
N.
against the allowance of said proof,
;ton S. Otero, or Peralta, N. M.; HIg- or who knows of any substantial rea- Jose G. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.; into cnavez, or Peralta, N. M.
Miguel
Sllva,
of
Valencia,
N.
M.
son under the laws and regulations
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance or said proor
of the Interior Department wny such
proor
against
or
proof should not be allowed will be
the allowance
said
or who knows or any substantial reaor who knows or any substantial rea- son under the laws and regulations or
given an opportunity at the
son
or
under the laws and regulations
time and place to
the Interior department why such
the Interior department why such proor should not be allowed, will be
the witnesses of said claimproor
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
should not be allowexl. will be given an opportunity at the
d
given an opportunity at the
of mat submitted bv claimant.
e
time an,d place to
e
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
time and place to
the witnesses or said claimthe witnesses or said claim- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
NOTICE FOR 'PUBLICATION.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Department of the Interior. United
Register.
,
o
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
January 3. 1906.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice la hereby given that the folNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lowing named claimant has filed no(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
(Small
Holding
No.
655.)
Claim
..
(Small
Department of the interior, United
tice of his intention to make final
Holding Claim No. 826.)
proof in support of his claim under Department of the Interior, United
Statea Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Department of the Interior. United
States
Office,
N.
Land
Santa
Fe,
16
17,
sections
and
of the act of March
January 9, 1906.
States Land Office, Santa F. N.
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
8, 1906.
Notice is hereby' given that the folNotice Is hereby given that the
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
lowing named claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the folclaimant has filed no- tice or his Intention to make final lowing named claimant has
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
filed nobe made before the United Statos tice of bis Intention to make final proor in support or his claim under tice of his Intention to make final
court commissioner at San Rafel, N. proof In support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 or the act or March proof in support of his claim tinder
M., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Dona-clan- Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended sections 16 and 17, or the act of March
Pino, for the 1 and 2, section 20; 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act or February 21, 1893, (27 3, 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4, sec- by the act or February 21, 1893, (27 States., 470), and that said probr will by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
tion 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town- Stats., 470), and that said proor will be made before the United States Stats., 470), and that said proor will
be made before U. S. Court Commis- court
ship 10 north, range 7 west.
commissioner at Albuquerque, be made berore the United State
He names the following wltnosses sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the N. M., on February 17, 1906, viz.,
court commissioner at San Rafael, N.
8th day of February, 1906, Vis:
to prove his actual continuous
M., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Barbara
adVigil,
Sanchez
de
H.
S.
for
the
verse possession of said tract for Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Ter- C. No. 61 in lot 1
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 2, sec25,
35
26,
Sees.
twenty years next preceding the sur- esa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for th and 36; lots 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and lot tion 20; lot 3, section 16 and 17, townSmall Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25,
vey of the township, viz:
ship 10 north, range 7 west.
3, Sec. 35, Tj 7. N., R. 2 E.
Gorgonio Flgueroa, of Cubero, N. T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.,
He names the following witnesses
names,
He
following
the
witnesses
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero, N. M., R. 3 E.
to prove his actual continuous adverse to prove his actual continuous adnames
following
He
witnesses
the
N.
Baca,
verse
Banlsta
of Cubero,
M.; Juan
possession of said tract for
possession of said tract for twenty
to prove his actual continuous ad- years
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
years next preceding the anr
next preceding the survey of twenty
for
Any person who desires to protest verse jos8ession of said tract
vey
of the township, viz:
township, viz.:
against the allowance of said proof, twenty years next preceding the sur- theJuan
Gorgonio
Flgueroa, of Cubero, N.
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
or who knows of any sulstantlal rea vey of the township, viz:
M.; Pablo Lucero, or Cubero,
M.,
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.; Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.; Banlsta Baca, or Cubero. N. M.;N.Juaa
son under. the laws and regulations of
Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
D. Martinez, or Cubero, N. M.
the Interior department, why such Antonio Jose Aragon, or Valencia, N Jesus Garcia,
of Valencia, N. M.
proof should not be allowed, will be M.; Gregorlo Aragon, or Valencia, N.
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest
M.;
y
Aragon
Francisco
Baca,
of
against the allowance or said proof,
an
liven
opportunity at the above
against
proof
allowance
of
the
said
Valencia, N. M.
e
or who knows or any substantial reamentioned time and place to
Any person who desires to protesi or who knows of any substantial rea- son under the laws
the witnesses of said claimand regulations of
son
regulations
laws
of
under tho
and
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal against the allowance of said proor, or
me interior department, why such
who knows or any substantial reason the Interior department why such proof should not be allowed,
of that submitted bv claimant.
be
against the laws and regulations of proof should not le allowed, will be given an opportunity at the will
MANUEL It. OTERO,
above
given an opportunity at the
d
Register th Interior Department why such
mentioned time and place to
""time and
place to
probf should not be allowed will he
witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claim- ant, and the
given an opportunity at the
Soothing and Comforting.
to offer evidence In rebuttal
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
e
The soothing and comforting effects
time and place to
that submitted by claimant.
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, when
the witnesses of said claimant, of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
applied to Piles, cuts, boils, etc., sub- and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Register.
Register.
dues pain almost Instantly. This Salve that submitted by claimant.
o
o
draws outjhe inflammation, reduces
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register
mouug aim acts as a runeiacieni,
(Small Holding Claim No. 661.)
o
thus circulating the blood through the
Department of the Interior. United
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
diseased parts, permitting or aiding
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department or the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
i emove
me
.."iiiir iw (jri niaueuLi
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Dec. 28, 1905.
trouble entirely. Sold bv all drug-- I
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
Department of the Interior, United
gists.
Notice Is hereby given that the folloStates Lund Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
"
Notice is hereby given that the follo- wing-named
claimant has died nowing-named
Dee. 2S, laoa.
ACCIDENTALLY AND FATALLY
claimant has filed no tice of his Intention to make final
folloNotice Is hereby given that the
tice of his lutentlon to make final proof in support of his claim under
POISONED IN MEXICO.
claimant has filed no- proof m support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act or March
The Alamogordo Advertiser prints wing-named
the news that Arthur K. Williams, a tice of his intention to make final Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
rormer resident or the Mesilla vail")" proof in support of his claim under 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended the act or February 21, 1893 (27 Stata..
and a graduate of the Agricultural sections 16 and 17 of the act of March by ttie act or February 21, 1893, (27 470), and that said proor will be mad
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as amended by Stats., 470), and that said proor will before the U. S. Court Commissioner
conege, who lert Las Unices Tor Tula-rosAlamogordo and Lincoln county the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats., be made before U. 8. Court Commis at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
some years ago, was accidentally and 470), and that said proof will be made sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the of February, 1906, viz: Pedro Galle1906, Vis: gos y Gonzales, for the small holding
fatally poisoned down in Mexico a few before the U. S. Court Commissioner 8th day of February,
M., on the 7th day Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 and 11.
Albquerque,
N.
at
weeks ago. After leaving
,Cruces
with his parents, Arthur followed the of February, 1906, viz: Juan Apodaca, Small Holding Claim No. 1076, In T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesaea
vocation of surveyor and also did for the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24, and lot Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
Ho names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse
some mlniug. He was a rongfi rider 2, sec. 2.1, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous ad- possession of said tract for twenty
during the Spanish war. enlisting in
ror years next preceding the survey of
Troop H, under Captaii. Curry.
He to prove his actual continuous adverse verse possession of said tract
was married after the war to Miss possession of said tract for twenty twenty years next preceding the sur- the township, viz:
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
years next preceding the survey of vey of the township, viz:
Ollie B. Light foot, who with two chilthe tow. shlnp. viz:
Ieopoldo Jaramillo, or Tome, N. M.; M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, N. M.dren survive him.
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.; Pedro Gallegos, or Tome, N. M.; Jose Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; BerJesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Aragon y Iiernal, of Tome, N. M.; nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
May Live 100 Years.
Any person who desires to protest
of Valencia, N. M.; Manuel Salazar y Otero, of AlbuquerThe chances for living a full cen TomasApodaca,
against the allowance of said proor.
Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
que, N. M.
fury are excellent In the case of Mrs
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest or who knows of any substantial reaJennie Duncan of Haynesvllle, Me.
or said proor, against the allowance of said proof, or son undcj- - the laws aud regulation
now 70 years old. Sho writes: "Elec- azalnst tho allowance
r who knows or any substantial reawho knows of any substantial reason) of the Interior Department why such
tric Bitters cured niv of chronic dy- son
under the laws and regulations against the Itiws and regulations of proof should not bo allowed will be
spepsia of 2'i years'" standing, and of
the Interior Department why such the Interior Department why such given an opportunity at the
made me feel as well and strong as a proof
should tint be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be
time and place to
young girl."
Electric Hitters cure given an opportunity at the
the
witnesses of said claimgiven
au
opportunity
the
at
Stomach and Liver Diseases, Blood
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
time atid place to
e
place
time
to
and
disorders. General Debili'y and bodily
the witnesses of said clatm-an- '.
the witnesses of said claimant. of that submitted by claimant.
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
druggists. Price only 5uc.
of that submitted bv claimant.
by claimant.
submitted
that
o
MANUEL R- OTEKO, Register.
COMING EVENTS
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mrs. Eddy has issued
rders that
o
Register.
no more Christmas presents be given
Perfection Attained.
o
January 15 West's Minstrels.
'o her. Mrs. Eddv - aeting like a
perfection can only be attained in the
Always Increases the Strength.
January 20 Murray and Mack.
candidate for some id!;
making a phy.-- al y allowing Nature to approA reasonable amount of food thor
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
iuay for votes.
oughly digested and properly assimipriate and not dissipate her own
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' AtCathartics gripe, weaken
will
lated
always
Increase the tractions.
Beats the Music Cure,
dissipate, while DeWitt's Little Eearly strength. If your stomach is a 'ilttle
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
lo keep the body in tune," writes Riseis simply evpel all putrid matter off Kodol Dyspepsia, Cure will digest
Mrs. Ben Brown. 20 i.a'ayette Place, and Hie, thus nlinwln
to as- - v.imt you on and enable the digestive
!ir"r
nr.eMlr.Mt.- - Cough Cure contains not
-"
Poughkeepslw. N. V.
pr. au.. t. .ni aetivity, Good for tho organs io
':
and transform au atom of any harmful drug, and it
Xe
W. H.
How,
i.jf0 i;:;.. They are tln-- j completion
Houston all tood Into
blood. has been curing t'ougs, Colds, Croup
!'.-reliable and plea.-at.- t
have used Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, Helen and Whooping Cough so long that It
laxative lj Tex..
"ror years
have found." Best for the Stomach, l.i'-.Daily Riser Pills in my family lug, Heart-Huhas proven Itself to be a tried and
and all fotms of
Liver and Bowels. Cuarauteen by all No I.e.
pill cau lie used for const!
Palatable and streag'henlng. true friend to the many who use It.
'
druggists. 25e.
Sold by all druggists.
patloa." Sold by all druggists.
Sold by all druggists.
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Value of Franchises
cpUHking of the address of Mayor Hunne of

Chi-

cago, delivered In Denver lam week, the News of that
city, says: The speech was an unanswerable exposition
f the benefits to be derived from municipal ownership
The audknee was told tnat taxation
of public utilities.
necessary
to put municipal ownership
not
is
people
Uie
'of
Into I'ffect, as some enemies of the public pood have
may adopt the same method
maintained, but that a
as the public utility corporations have adopted to finance
Not issue city Ixmds bearing interest,
Ibelr Institutions.
but adopt the contract system and give income bonds.
The News then quotes from Mayor Dunne: "I'tillty
corporations," said the speaker, "do not give bonds
bearing the names of their stockholders or indorsed by
They merely use the uame of the company ko
them.
to a bank, show that they have a ten or twenty-yea- r
franchise from the city and tnelr tangible assets, and
Why
they immediately get all the money they need.
Khould not a city then with a perpetual franchise be
able to get money In this way," he said, "and pay the
debt, from the receipts of the company, gas, water or
traction, hh It may be, which have been turned into tne
treasury? In a few years the whole debt would be paid
itf and the income would be placed In the sinking fund
of the city."
It thus appears that the value of the franchise Is
really tho chief nsset of the utility corporation, and that,
there Is no reason why the franchise should not be made
as valuable to the city itself as it is to the corporation
which has acquired it as a free gift. But this matter is
oven more emphatically' presented by the New York
The statement having been made that Thomas
World.
b Ryan had sold his atreet railways to August Belmont,
the World not only denies the fact, but says:
As In the Seaboard
Ryan has swallowed Belmont.
Air l,lne, the Morton Trust company, the Bank of Commerce, the Amreican Toliacco company, the Edison Electric Light, the Consolidated Gas, and his previous financial schemes, Ryan turns his discredited,
and inflated corporations into a holding company and prosecurities. The
ceeds to Issue more millions of
proposed plun of consolidating the Interlmrough and the
Metropolitan provides for the issue of f lOo.ooo.mm of uew
securities, which represent no other expenditure thun
THKIK
the lawyers' fees and the cost of printing. NOTH-1NWHOLE INCOME AND PROFITS REPRESENT
BUT A CAPITALIZATION OF THE POWER TO
TAX THE PEOPLE OF NEW YORK.
"For the present 135,000,000 of lnterborough stock,
representing an actual expenditure of from eight to nine
million dollars, there is to be issued $70,tMHi,on0 of collateral trust bonds and $.11,500,000 of new common slock.
For the $."2,00(t,000 stock of the Metropolitan, which Is
already almost all water, there Is to be issued $32.0oo.(iott
of new preferred stock and $26,000,imj) or new common
stock.' For the J3o,000,000 of the Metropolitan Securities
Btoek, only partly paid in, there is to be issued $25,5on,ooo
The old stock which goes into
of new common stock.
water.
The new
this consolidation Is
slock will be only wind and paper."
ed

O

three-quarte-

-

rs

Arrogance of Rogers

Thu Hlnnnnrv ami evasion resorted to by II. II.
Kouers ou the witness stand, in the Missouri proceedings
emphasizes the contemptuous spirit in which Rogers and
his associates regard the coilrts, the laws and the rights
of the public.
W. K. Vanderbilt had the boldness to say outright:
Rogers expressed the same
d."
"The public be d
Monument, but expresses it through evasion, arrogance
insolence and buffoonery. The Rogers method of meet
ing a leiral innulrv is not the method of Innocence. The
evasion forms a morn complete confes
I sinister, cynical
The
sion of enllt thun could have been nut Into words.
technicality is always the las? hope of the guilty.
Rogers1 defiant attitude may defeat the purposes ol
t'nder the limitations ol
the pending investigation.
legal procedure it may be impossible judicially and formally to decree that the laws have been violated and
But no opeu mind, guided by
public rights outraged.
logic and Intuition, can fail to see in Rogers' altitude
It is a dangerous defect in
lnth proof and confession.
the laws which permits a man, because he has money
and power, to shield himself In silence, to treat courts
I here Is cry
with contempt and the public with insult.
ing need for laws more stringent uml penalties harsher
than any now available; and when .John D. Rockefeller
refuses lo leave Virginia to answer the quesiions of
state in this union, the law ought to be able to seize him
by his wig and bring 111 m into conn.

Bach to

Land

X5hQ
England is learning ouce again what all the world
has learned over and over uguin, that there is no soverThe condition
eign specific for poverty and ldlesness.
must be treated through Individual cases and Hie helpless
Every mini
taught to help themselves.
on bis
own feet, or falls.
No urms of charily, however Mrotig
with love, can long sustain him.
theory which tleiieral I loot h,
This is the tlme-trie- il
of the Salvation Army, has applied in seet:i cities ot
in.
the United States and is now applying in Loudon.
seeks to cultivate lu the individual the forces thai make
for Hiiccess right ideals, energy, perseverance and thrift
By his method hundreds, helpless and hopeless, have
been liflecl from the slough of despond In Ui.' slums ut
cities and transferred to (lie farm colonies in Ohio, Colorado and California, to become land owners and Iiuiih
owners ami lo feel the leavening effect of wlio'.csouu
IMtiratiou and
n
Nearly a
dollars has recently been placod
at Oen. Booth's disposal by one of the best kuuwu philanthropists in England, to carry on this same work in
Jjondon.
Hundreds who have nothing and no prospect
where they are will lie helped to become peasant proprietor. Should the exlx'rlmeiu prove successful, it is likely
lo be largely extended iinlll the whole lace of the Englias been changed and the cry of "Back
lish country-sid- e
Each settler is lo have
to the land" becomes reality.
five acres of good laud and a cottage and to l.e furnished
with stock, seed and implement s and provisions for his
family until the. laud becomes sufficiently productive for
Not a dollar's worth of all this is given outsupport.
right.
It must be paid back to the last penny, in caty
The chief purpose is to teach the men
installments.
that there are no feet liny can stand ou hut their own
arid lliut they can walk only by trying in the right way.
half-millio-

The Washington corresMiudenl for the Chicago Tribune, detailing some of the experiences of government
fcgents in Investigating the Standard Oil Trust, says:
"Rockefeller is a bigger man tliau Roosevelt,' was the
constant, try of the Standard Oil people not only in New
An
York, but in Illinois, .Missouri ami Kansas as well.
effort was made, and successfully, lis), to show that the
'system' was a bigger thing than Hie government 0r u,c
The extraordinary thing was that
United States itself.
independent oil companies which were proved to have
no affiliation whatever with the Standard OH company,
should refuse lo tight it, and should also refuse to supply
the government with tho necessary evidence to weenie
indictment and convict inn In the federal courts." The people of Furmlugtou, N. M , are up to date and
The following takeu from the Enterprise of last Saturday Is commended to the attention of
Albiiqiierqueans: Thu board of inide met Monday night
and transacted some busiuescs which will probably he
A committee was apof great Importance to the town.
pointed to solicit cows for the creamery that it Is pro
posed to establish at this place. Another committee was
selected to find a site for the new soup factory and to
attend to selling stock and the other details necessary
for the launching of this new enterprise.
full of progress.

Judge Crawford

Marshall Field was not only one of the type of
that conform to tho Ideal of those who regard
financial success as the highest success, but he was also
He made millions by a turn of his
a model millionaire.
hand, but he was to a limited extent, a practical philanHe was deep in the trusts and In public utilthropist.
ity corporations, yet he believed In paying to the state
his Just share of taxes under the law.
Marshall Field came up from a poor, farm liy on an
impoverished "down east" farm. He was not only the
proprietor of the largest retail anil wholesale dry goods
business In the world, but also u director in the largest
corporations of America and In companies which own
His mercantile busithe principal utilities of Chicago.
ness paid profits of approximately IIO.uoo.immi annually.
He owned bonds and stocks In tho I'nlted States Steel
company, of which h" was a director and leading spirit,
His down
and In street car and railway companies.
town Chicago real estate holdings Include it white marble
block on a State street site where ground has a grealer
value than any other situation In this country or Europe,
He
and a red granite block In the wholesale district.
also owned many other buildings In which factories ot
all kinds are constantly making goods lor his Chicago
houses and large stores in England, France and Germany.
His mercantile business had his personal supervision,
but for a number of years its details have been looked
Tho capitalist's interests
after bv trusted lieutenants.
In big corporations assumed such magnitude that, great,
as his mercantile interests were, they became secondary
He donated $450,000 in land and
ro other Investments.
money to the University or Chicago, tho Institution to
With the
which John I. Rockefeller has given millions.
gift of $l,oiio,oim he founded the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago, for the preservation of the rare speci
mens In the ethnological and natural history exhibits at
the world's fair.
Marshall Field was born In the modest farm house
of John and Fidelia Nash Field, at Conway, Mass., in 1835.
He spent his boyhood helping his father on the farm.
His early education was obtained in public schools and
later he attended an academy. In 1S52 he went to Pltts- fleld, Mass., where he was employed as a dry goods clerk.
Cooley, Wads-wort- h
Four years later he moved to Chicago.
& Co., a pioneer firm, employed the young eastern
er, who rendered such valuable service that he was ad
The firm name
mitted to niu tnershii) shortly afterward.
was changed to Cooley, Farwell & Co., and later to Far-weTho latter partnership was dissolved
Field & Co.
In 18fi5 and the firm of Field, Palmer, Leiter & Co., was
When
formed. Two years latwr Potter Palmer retired.
the business of Field, Leiter & Co. assumed proportions
or $12,nMl,onO a year Leiter retired.
Field then assumed
The business grew until its annual
entire control,
transactions now amount to $40,000,000. By the Chicago
fire the firm of Field, Leiter & Co. lost $3,500,000 and the
Almost before the ground
largest store In America.
cooled the firm erected two buildings, the largest of their
The Fields are of Puritan stock, the
kind In the world.
American ancestors having come to this country in 1650.
palace at 110'5 Prairie ave
The Field family reside In
nue, Chicago, though the death occurred in New ork,
resulting from an attack of pneumonia which lasted for
more than a week and was characterized by a resistance
on the part of the patient remarkable in one ut the age of
7o.
At the death bed were Mrs. Marshall Field, Mrs.
Marshall Field, Jr., a nephew, Stanley Field,, and his wife.
But a few weeks ago there were three named Marshall Field rather, son and grandson and now Only the
child is left to be chief legatee of the' immense fortune
accumulated by the first of the name, and which Is variously estimated from one to two hundred millions.
While the private life of Marshall Field was in uioBt
rouimendabhj- contrast to the live of Yerkes, Corey and
many more of modem millionaires, he cannot be classed
js philanthropist with Andrew Carnegie and a small
number of other rich men.

Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats

Will

Bind

Them Over to the
Grand Jury.
A

VERY

INTERESTING

HEARING

Police Judge Crawofrd this morning,
decided thai the evlnence in the caso
Fallls,
of John Johnston and Samuelburglary,
under arrest charged w ith
alleged to have been committed at the,

.

All $3 and $3.50 Suits, special
All $4 and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $...Vl, $6 and $6.50 three piece Suits, Special
All

j

e of Mrs. Carl Hoffman at 402
North Second street, was sufficient
to warrant binding, hem over to the.
grand Jury. Refine finally committing
the lUfendants. a slay was granted
long enough n permit W. C. Heacock
to prepare a brief.
Judge Heacock. w ho was among
those io give testimony, stated thai he
arose In season int." morning to oe on
Railroad avenue w hen the sun rose,
lie slated that Its rays Old not touch
the south side of the street. Officer
Salazar also testified to being on Railroad avenue when the orb puked its
nose over the eastern horizon. He
said that it did not touch the south
side.
Chief of Police McMlllill was
of the opinion that the suns rays
did not strike the south side of Ra.i-roaavenue, for the reason that the
ice and slop (lid not mcll and dry, as
It did on tho tiorCi side. In offering
this testimony, the foxy attorney was
but paving Hie way for more of a
similar kind, which had a more direct
hearing on the case. This referred
to the rising of the moon. Mrs. Hoffman, it will be recollected by readers
of The Citizen, claim she was able
burglars.
to recognize the. would-bas a result or seeing them by the aid
or tho clear moonlight from windows
on the nort h side of her home. Judge
Heacock showed by the authority of a
calendar that such was an utter Im
h

t

three piece Chlldrens' Suits, 3 to years, ranging from
Overcoats, all $4 ones at the Special price of
:
Overcoats, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Overcoats, all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
Overcoats, all $S ones at the Special price of
Overcoats. an $10 ones at the Special price of

liny
Hoys'
Hoys'
Boys'
Hoys'

$4
$3.5o to$tl,

Special price

" taZVn

'
.

.

UJOk

4

'

...

..

$4.50
""$5,60

"

600

.

MANDELL

M.

i

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

plunatton as to why the men happened to be on West Railroad avenue
at that time of night as a slim one.
They testified that they started for
the home of Fallls' mother, who was
on her death bed, to take lunch with
her, but were delayed In the Third
street resort. It appears that only a
short time previous the men had
lunched at the White Elephant. Then
the M)lice allege that Johnston and
Fallis have been repeatedly seen aliout
the streets between 3 and 4 o'clock in
the morning.
Evidence sliows the character of
Itoth men unimpeachable and that
Johnston has money on deposit at the
possibility for the reason that, the- bank aivd draws a comfortable salary.
oretically, the moon and sun move Judge Crawford does not think all t'his
In the same orbits end it cannot shine is sufficient to warrant releasing them
on the north side of Mrs. Hoffman's on the present charge.
house any more than the sun can. In
order for Mrs. Hoffman to have seen
The latest Chinaman to attract at
the two defendants, as she claimed to tention by attacking the exclusion
have done, it would have been nec laws Is Mr. Ng. That name of his will
essary for tho moon to have been at. least arouse suspicion.
south of lite house rather than norm
Pound Sale.
of it.
One yellow pony, brand on left hip,
The moon rose on the night In ques
tion, according to the calendar, at 8:16 will be sold at auction at the City
o'clock, and allowing for the moun Hall, Frldny morning at 10 o'clock.
THOMAS McMIT.UN,
tains, ft cast its light over AlbuquerCity Marshal
que four hours later, moving consequently, 23 degrees south of an east
BASKET BALL AND DANCE
and west line. This made it a phys
CASINO HALL, FRIDAY, JAN.
ical impossibility, Attorney Heacock 19.AT HIGH
VS. MAJORS.
said, for the rays to have struck the ADMISSION SCHOOL
35 CENTS.
north side of Mrs. Hoffman's house,
the south side of Railroad avenue, or
the south side of any street In the city
or anything but the southside of any
bouse or block.
Chief McMillin testified that he
stopped at the corner of Silver ave
nue and Walter street last evening,
and the Illumination of the sky back Tuesday, Jan.
of the mountains Indicated that th:
moon was nearly directly east. "That
Arthur J. Aylesworth presents the
was before It was visible," luteriMised
merry, jingling, musical fatvt
Attorney Heacock. "If yon had re
mained up until you could have seen
It, then you would have discovered
that the moon had passed 23 degrees
to the south."
Mrs. Hoffman told of seeing tue men
throug'h the north windows of her
X1XX0XXXXXXXX0XX0X5X3X300
home, first through a screened win
dow In the dining room and then
through tho kitchen window.
The
dining room was dark, but lights
burned In the kitchen. She related
With the Hlh St. Theater,
how she ran out In a rear yard anil
New York, cast.
liberated a vicious dog there, of her
Book by Mark E. Swan.
X)000(X0X)0XKXXXCKK0XX0XX
screams for help, the flight of the men Melodies by Prof. W. M. Stromberg.
through the front yard and over the
It is wonderful how you and I, the ordinary common fence pursued by the dog and or their
The newest and brightest thing in
people of these United Stales, help to manufacture mil return past the house, when she agnii; laughs direct from
New York City.
Now York city plainly saw them In the moonlight.
Here is the latest example.
lionaires.
Attorney Heacock, after exhausting
like a lot of other silly American communities, has given
away the right to use Us streets.
Possessed ot this his astrological information asked the
A melange of humor, singing, dancright, corporations art! enabled to collect an enormous court if it sounded reasonable for a
and musical numbers.
tax troin I he public lor using their own thoroughfares. woman, frighteued byto burglars, to run ingCompany
Includes Wood & Ward,
liberate a dog.
the back yard
Recently all these trunsportal ion companies were brought Into
Three Ollden Sisters;
there were revolvers inside comedians;
together under the joint control of Thos. F. Ryan and when
Mahoney Bros.:
use.
to know (Jrace Aylesworth;
He
wanted
ready
for
August llelmont, two of the six real rulers of this coun If it would not have been the front Mat tie. Fitzgerald; Walter Mack and
try. They propose to capitalize the new continuation at door she would have ran out or. lie 15 others.
f.'il 111.0(10,1111(1.
wanted to know how a person could
Tickets will be on sale at Matson's
Every rail, car and terminal has already been paid see a person through a screened winBook Store.
There Is absolutely noluiug upon dow after nightfall, when the moon
for many times over.
PRICES, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
which to base this new capitalization of $:00,iMllJ,(llil), ex- was not behind those outside, ami
cept i Ills right io tax the people for using their own close enough to tell the color of their
ac
So far, so hair. Judge Heacock said that
thoroughfares, which the people gave away.
good.
lint this is only the first step in high finance, or cording to the evidence ho was shown
Chief Kennedy
To gel that when Assistant
while you wait.
.he game of ruilliiiiiaiie-niukin- g
returned with the two defendants and
:he lull benefit of this situation, Ryan and llelnioiit. will Mrs. Hoffman had looked them over.
slari several printing presses, and will publish, at the she failed to identify them until Ken
cost of a lew cenis each, a large number of nicely ennedy (ailed her over to him and Whisgraved stock certificates and bonds.
Will they buy these pered something to her, whereupon
itbss your she changed her mind. "I have a
slocks and bonds with their own money?
neart, no! Their part is only to el them ami to take right to presume that Kennedy told
They will not even pay the printers' bill, Mrs. Hoffman (hat she bad to Identify
in the cash.
but will charge it up in the people who do buy the stocks these men as the criminals," said At
THE FAMOUS ORIGINALS
Vou tortiey Heacack, with vehemence. The
tin) Uinds.
Who. then, Is going lo buy them?
went on to explain that there
We may not want them, but that attorney
will buy them.
ind
was no such a statute In the terriWe are jus' common torial laws of attempted burglary,
loos not make any difference.
and
easily
people, and Wall street has learned thai we are
thai there was uol mi iota of test!
fouled.
mony in the case lo substantiate the
T his is the wa
we buy them:
Coincident w il h the preferred charge that burglary had
Rockefeller's .Mutual Life Insur- been commuted, lie said if was necissue of this new
ance company, Morgan's New York Life Insurance com- essary, in view thereof, to refer lo the
pany, and Ryan's Equitable Life Assurnaco society form- - common law, and he defied any perfrom the fiit decision
n to show,
d a community ol interest.
Together these three genp ITS" In a counterfeiting
tlemen enntrol $l.J."iii.uiiu,iHMl of assets belonging to the render,
AND THEIR ALL FUN CROWD
We case where It was decided that be.nun pulley holders In these three companies.
'.i
cause dyes and oilier paraphernalia
.Hid our friends and neighbors are these policy holders. was
It
person,
found on a
did not
The money is ours.
Mr. Ryan, life insurance dictator,
prove he accused a iunterfeiicr. to
will lake as much of ihis money as he needs to buy the piesent. where attempted felony
watered stock from Mr. Ryan, the traction magnate.
had not been decided simply us a mistlie court
Isn't ii beautifully simple?
Why, we are making demeanor,
lie showed
millionaires every day, almost every hour. We may not where l.y the laws of this territory,
THE LATEST MUSICAL SATIRE
wish ii this way, we may not enjoy our money being a person was guilly of a felony for
OF NEW YORK LIFE.
used this way.
Should we nsk to control our own breaking the seals on cars, hut of a
Wall ntisdeanieanor if cauelii attempt lug
money? Thai would be too fuunv for anything.
lo break the car seals. II is these
street would never slop laughing at
"A sucker,
facts which Mr. Heacock will set forth
said Itanium, "is born every minute."
We, fellow clti- - In his brief, in
connection with the Admission: 75c, SI & S 1.50
Zens, are i lie suckers.
absence of testimony that the men are
guilty as charged In the warrant.
M. C. Netlleton, a witness for the
On a Cash Basis.
Seats on Sale at Matson's, ThursAn eminent physician in
had cured a Utile child defense, testified that he found occaday. January 18th.
sion
letters
some
to
mall
lurried
of a dangerous lliness
at
the
The grateful mother
night
in
tho
question
mi
at
her sicps toward the house of her son's savior.
"doctor." she said, "there are some things which about 12 o'clock. He met Johnston on
few
a
avenuo
Railroad
minutes
afterI
cannot In- repaid
really don't know how to express
in company with a friend whom
I
my gratitude.
thought yon would, perhaps, be so wards
Governor's Inaugural
thought
he
Fallls.
was
Mr.
Nettleion
kind as to accept ihis purse, embroidered by my own said that the men turned down
North
hand."
Ceremonies
Third street. He continued n t, ,ls
"Madam," replied the doctor, coldly, "medicine " home at 114 South Third street, reachnti trivial affair, and our vigils are to he. rewarded only ing there at four minutes paM
Santa Fe, N. M Jan, 22, '08
in money.
As the alleged crime hap"
Small presents serve to sustain friendships, o'clock.
tlckels
l'or the aliovo occasion Ke
pcncl at 12:15 o'chick, Attorney n,.a.
but they do noi sustain our families."
and
sold to Santa
will
bo
this
cock
thought
evidence
was close
"But, doctor." said In- lady, alarmed and wounded,
fare for the
on.'
for
return
He
lo that of an alibi.
showed where
"speak lel me the fee."
Hound Trip.
bonh
men were drinking ut a ,ar
"Two hundred dollars, madam."
Date of Hale, .lany. '1LM.arid .2.
midnight.
shortly
after
li0b.
Return limit, lany.
The ladv opened the einl,i ,il,l..r.l nurse, took OUl
Judge
Chaw ford said he was sails-tieInformation call
further
For
IHe bank notes of f inn early gave two to the doctor, put
that tho defendants wer..
luat tho ticket nfltce.
the remaining three pack iii the purse, bowed coldly, and men who were at the Hoffman Tii,.
A(?t.
T- B. I'l'KDV,
took her dcpartuic.
Li
l.ippjueuii
deuce, however. He regarded th,.
Magazine.

DON'T REST CONTENT.
of cigars until you have
smoked at least one White Lily. True,
there are some cigars that will afford
a measure of satisfaction It remains
for the White I.ily to fill the whole
bill of prime tobacco, flavor, making
up, shape, style and great value for
money.
little
For, astonishingly
in

the matter

m

enough, the A1hito l.ily sells for as
little as five cents for a single one.
and $2 for a box of fifty, if you can
crowd more comfort ln the smoking
line into cigar shape than you'll find
t
in this
cigar, tell us.
We'll beat It if we can we haven't
learned how, to date.
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CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Etaprees"
brand is a flour that nerer yet
has been surpassed in any particular, its flavor is fine and
delicate, it bag fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a family
flour.
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West Copper Avenae.
Wholesale Agent

Elks' Theatre

23, '06
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EASY PAYMENTS
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Bad Weather

Suggests
HAVE TOTJ A TEbifr
PHONE IN YOUR HOMET Enable
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc Rates
from Ave cents per day up. Let ni
tell you' about It.

Elks' Theatre

Satudray, Jan.1 20

9

The Colorado Telephone Co.

oooo

OOexv,

Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.

000000

MEL1NI & EAKIN,

Wholesali tlqoe: and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet A
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. LouJs A. B. C. Bohemias and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South
rat
Street, Albuquerque, New Merle.

MACK

.

JUST IN

--

i

'Around the Town'

Whitmans Candies
The litt'Hi candy nutili'
healthy and wholesome.
purt

Ht

any price; ahcoluiely pure; always fresh,
.
Chocolates hiid
the purest of the
Iton-hon-

.

J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

p.st-oftlc-

0.

-

-

--

1

,.-

-

W.

THE fUEHR

Strong's Sons

Beth

STRONfJ BLOCK

UNDERTAKING CO.

307 West Railroad A re one.
Oav ir .Night
'Phones.

CLABKVILLC PRODUCE CO

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS.
201-21-

N. Second 8t

Both Phones.

HAY. ORAlN AND KEED

Wholesale end Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. Mac.MANUS. Mgr.
602 South First 8tret
Both Pbocee

RANKIN

&.

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ET3TATE,
LUANd

Automatic phone 451.
Room 19, N, T. Anctjo Building.

1

y
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JANUARY

17,
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SOME ARE FOR

CHICAGO DELEGATION NOW IN

THE TERRITORIAL METROPOLIS

EVENING CITIZEN

MACDALENA DISTRICT

AND OTHERS AGAINST

PAGE FIVE.

MEEIING

RUNNING INTO COPPER

WAS

ENTHUSIASTIC ONE

The Passage

Their Honor a Reception and Dance Will be
Tendered Them at Commercial

In

Club Tonight.

of "the Joint Graphic Alone Produced $26,-- j Largest Gathering of Citizens
Statehood Bill For New
000 of It During the
Ever Congregated at the
Mexico and Arizona.
Year of 1905.
Commercial Club.
t

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

j

LETTERS ON IMPORTANT

StIBJhCT ZINC

CARBONATE

MAKING

CAMP JOINTURE
J

IS HtARTlLY ENDORSED

305-3- 10
RAILROAD AVENUE
of ChiA few days ago the busiuess manand manufacturing IntereM
"I am trying to Interest Xew .Mex-- j
Pursuant
to
the
call
appearing
last
ager
ami
of The ICveiilng Citizen Bent let
cago manufacturers
Ico mining In zinc," said William F. night In The Evening Cllizen one of
Reception and dance at the
Future Plans.
ters to a numtier of Ctuted States Cordon, at the Alvarado this morn- - the largest and most representative
Commercial club at 8:30 tonight,
"We art' planning now to orirnnize senator and representatives,
advu Ing. "I believe that, the mouutalns gatherings of business nien and clti-ar- e
tendered In honor of the visiting
eating
Joint statehood for New Mexico
ii strung Industrial division at the head
full of it, and there Is ever a ready zens of Albuquerque, that has ever
member of the Chicago Commerof which will be an experienced in and Amoua, and soliciting their sup-po- tt rrarket for all that Is produced."
been held in the city, assembled last
cial association. All local club
for
tiie passage of the Joint state
dustrial commissioner. The executive
Mr. Gordon Js general manager for night at the Commercial club rooms,
members and ladies are requesthood bill. Answers to these letters the
Mining and Smelting com-lanin a meeting full of enthusiasm,
1 committee oi mat iihimiuii, miniuiim are
ed to attend tonight.
coming in; some ure for and panyOzark
of course, the Industrial commissioner,
Mo., and was In the unanimously voted to forward to con- Joplin,
of
9. 9
9 9
V will give their entire time so far as others against, and here are a few of city for an hour w hile en route from Kress a memorial urging the passage
Mexico and Magdaletia, N. M.. to Cof of the Joint statehood bill, admitting
The-- delegation of the Chicago Coin-- i may he necessary, to inducing new inose received:
Will Give Consideration.
Mexico and Arizona to the union
feyville, Kan., where the Ozark commerclal association, which In making manufacturing plants to locate in N. I. JlcCreighf,
Manager
Business
led
take
We
this
Chicago.
e
to
it
pany is erecting a new and third smel-tei- . as one state, and while there has
a tour of the southwest, arrived in the
of The Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
it
Is
as
we
net
believe
ion
Just
never
met
been a
In the minds of
city last night on No. 7 ind were
Dear tir 1 am in receipt, of your In They already have two smelters the majority ofdoubt
the
residents of the
at the depot by a reception commit- - Important and necessary for a large letter
Galena
the
mining
Joplin
disand
relative to statemarket to luve a definite Industrial hood of January
metropolis of New Mexico but what Its
lee from the local Commercial club.
New .Mexico ami Arizona, tricts.
for
Id
g.vem
or
a
for
It
a
slate
clty,pilby
citizens
were
as
ha
unit for Jointure,
Today the hospitality or the
Mr. (Vrdon might be credited wiih
and tho same will have careful conwas extended them through the efforts ment to nave an Industrial policy. We sideration.
being the original discoverer of l tie the spirit and enthusiasm with which
condiexisting
so
si
under
was
comthe
feel
matter
taken up ajid voted on
tint
ore the zinc carbonate which has
of the entertainment committee,
Respectfully,
as a whole, was stirprlsiiiir to munv
IMised of members .of the Commercial lions, witn tne uisniruanees mat nnthad
bringing
so
much
to
with
do
the
U.
JAMES
McCHKAltY.
Magdalcna. district Info Its present oi tne more conservative, and was
club, apiK)lnted at last night's meet- - urally come more or less frequently
to large communities, it bus become
lng.
He Will Also Consider.
prominence and prosperous condition. enough to warm the cockles of the
tnotiern necessity tor a cny anu W. T. McCrelghl. Albuquerque, X. M. The Ozark company now owns the heart of tho meanest pessimist in atObjects of Mission.
tendance, and us the gathering last
Hear Sir I beg to acknowledge, re- Graphic mine of the Magdalcna dis- night
The objects of the members of t he market like Chicago to have a large.
was one of the largest that has
study of the well organized, conservative Ixndy of ceipt of your letter of the lit li inst.. trict, which Is counted
HWniiin nr' t,. ml.-.among the
a meeting of the Commertrmlo fomlitlnnH culsiinc in the princl- - men who can always hi depended jin regard to the Joint statehood bill largest producers of the zinc carbon- attended
together on practical lor .New Mexico and Arizona, and ate ore of the country, and it was pur- cial club since the organization of 2
iifll ,.itln. .,f the southwest and report upon to work
,
of note what you say therein. The same chased by Its present owners ou the that institution, with a few excepthe same to the association at Chi- - lines, not only for the extension inIt
proved
tions.
expressions
that
the
shall have my serious consideration. recommendation of Mr. Gordon. The given
eago; to further the Interests f the the trade and the securing of new
voice to at the meeting were
Very truly vonrs,
history of the carbonate ore In New representative
assoclation. and incidentally, to boost dustrles. but Tor lis more valnaoie
of the entire population
I.EK a. OVERMAN.
Chicago The members of the dele- - and good citizenship, public spirit, and
Mexico does not extend much over a of the city, and goes to show
that
gallon will also inert the different good l.; al government."
year. Less than two years ago Cony
realize that the present
He is Against.
Some Other Facts
business men of the Bleat southwest ',
Drown,
T.
mining
one
of
oldest
the
Is
time
a
one,
and
matter
critical
and
W.
M.
T. McCnight. Albuquerque, X.
The itinerary includes five south- and leurn from iheni niiv facts they
men of Socorro, then associated with one that bodes good or ill for the entit li inDear
Your
Sir
of
favor
the
Texas,
goods
states
territories
and
western
business,
what
relating
to
can
F. O. Fitch, the original own- tire future welfaro of Albuquerque and
Just received. I deeply sympa- Captain
they need most, what goods thry sell New Mexico. Arizona. California and- stant
you make. er of the Graphic mine, visited Joplin New Mexico.
suggestion
thize
with
the
oitprincipal
freight
some
the
Colorado,
of
rates
best and to discuss
AND
O. N. Marron, the attorney, started
I think any community with over one with samples of ore which he was enthis firms an Imuortant Item lies visited being l.as Vegas, Albn hundred
deavoring to find a market for. Among things with a rush last night, coming
capable
people
thousand
are
Angeles.
Los
querque,
Bernardino.
San
In tra:le condition.
tho samples were bits of
the heart of the business at the
Sacramento, of running a state far better than a carbonate, along with siteclmens of to
Ran Oiego.
Stockton.
Views of Members.
first stroke, when he offered the moterritory
can
Washmanaged
he
from
I'nsadena.
Jose.
W. S. Hypes, chairman of the trade San Francisco, San
ington, but the
lficulty I am In is lead and silver carlionatcs and sul- tion that "the Commercial club of Aextension committee, and sales man- Phoenix, Tucson and El Paso.
lbuquerque send to congress a meby the enclosed circular phide ores.
Illustrated
on
today
ager for Marshall Field & Co., w'no
Luncheon was served
"Mr. Brown wanted to know If we morial favoring the Joint statehood
I
day
which
same
on
received
the
by
occupied
dele
the
r
was a member of the delegation, re- the private cars
car- movement as exemplified In the prowith your letter, and which seems to could use any of the
ceived a message at Ijts Vegas yes- gation, to which the members of the be practically the unanimous opinion bonate, and I told him t'hat I thought visions of the Hamilton bill," which
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
terday to the effect, that Marshall entertainment committee were Invit of Arizona. I am very strongly op- we could," said Mr. Gordon, ln tell- motion was enthusiastically seconded
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Field was dead, and his presence was ed.
posed to the Idea of Joint statehood, ing of how tho Ozark people came to by several at once. A committee of
Tonight In the Commercial dub which is seemingly contrary to the buy the Graphic. "Mr. Iliown wanted three, composed of W. B. Chtlders, D.
needed In Chicago. Mr. Hypes left
the rooms a reception and dance will be almost unanimous opinion of one of to know how nimii of It we could use, A. Macpherson and A., 11. .MVGaffey,
at. once for Chicago to attend
funeral and look after the Interests of tendered the members of the (kd. ela the territories.
and I told him we could use four or was then appointed to draft the metion, to which all club members ana
Very truly yours,
the company.
five cars. I xpected to receive about morial and prepare sufficient number
chairman of the' their ladies are cordially invited to
A. H. Compton.
ton curs, and you of copies to allow of sending one to
SYDNEY J. HOWIE.
four twenty-fou- r
ways and means committee, speaking attend. The reception ceremonies
(Note The circular referred to Is can Imagine my surprise when the bill each commercial club and board of
Latest Designs Just Received, from
t
ton trade In all cities of any lniortance
of the objects of the association, will commence at S:3fl o'clock, and af the resolutions passed by tho annual of lading came for five
New
Mexico
in
both
Arizona.
and
ter a short time spent in social con convention of the Arizona Cattle cars. Well.
said:
myself,
to
here
said
A committee of ten, composed of
"Our purposes and objects can be versation the dance will begin. It is Growers' association, held at Phoenix, conies five cars of ballast. That's
A. B.
Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
the following two to be a strictly informal affair and Arizona. Doc. 29. l!)tr, and which
expressed
in
what we call some of the half-rocore W. II. Greer, Wallace Hesselden, Oun-sul,
all members of the club and their laRacks. )lall Trees. Library and rnrlor Stand Tables, .Medicin Cab
planks:
Joint statehood with New Mexshipments we receive. I assayed Mr. McGuffey. ,1. N. Collin, Maynard
F. A. Hubbell, K. S. Stover, I). A.
inets and Rocker.
First To encourage the enforce- dles are requested to be In attendance. ico.)
Hrown's ore and found It good in zinc
The delegation leaves tonight for
ment of tne laws of Chicago and the
and copper. k we run It nut and I Macpherson, O. N. Marron, anil Geo.
De Armond Against.
United States, to the end that t'he life points In California. Itielr next Ftop
a trip down here to see the mine W. Slubhs. was appointed lo entertain
Albuquerque. N. M. took
a view to purchasing it. The own- the delegation of the Chicago Comand property of the Individual citizen of any consequence being at San Ber- W. T. McCrelght.
with
I
Dear Sir
have your letter of the ers were on the sell, and after looking mercial association, which arrived in
nardino, Cal., where they will spend
shall be protected.
Hth inst., in which you express yourcity last night, and who were met
Second The extension of the tr;de about six hours on Friday.
through the mine, we Ismght It. I the
at the depot by a reception committee
self as heiiif; in favor of the passage can tell you
I "wa surprised, even
that
of the bill to admit New Mexico and
Mc
dumbfounded at what I saw on my composed of Messrs. Macpherson,
1 I B
got em uuililioeu . especially Arizona Joined, as one state, and in first trip Hi rough the Graphic. The Gaffey and Coffin. W. H. Greer was
express
an
the hope that
member of this committhose guys In Los Angeles, and as I which you also
mine was full of ore and since we tee also..
cau'l hire u. train for love nor money, I will, support the measure.
a
purchased
Graphic
It
the
has
been
I
opinion
am of a contrary
from
Duringcourse of the meeting,
nor make a fast automobile run withgreat producer. We sold $2i!.uuu worth Secretary the
OF ALBUQUERQUE out
P. F. McCanna reported ji
gelt in pinched, I'm goin" to New you respecting this proposition, be- of copper
year
during
of
it
out
the
ought
lieving
that tlielwo territories
that he had received advices from
York and start u play company. I'll
which has Just closed, to say nothing Delegate Andrews to the effect that
"Has caused many a man and woman to break good New Year
return to Los Angeles in about three not to be united against the very of
it
pm-hi,lui
the
ores
7.ie
has
other
Arigeneral
protest
delegate from New Mexico had
of the citizens of
We sell tho kind that helps you keep your good resolves
is on the
weeks,
when
show
niy
and
This, . Moaning, Enroute ... to road I'm goin' to ifive the newsboys, zona. And, believing, moreover, that
troduced a bill ln congress to secure
MagdaIn
speaking
lie
generally
of
In
It
of
unjust
arbitrary
east
is
to unite
a section of laud on the mesa
and
bootblacks, and newspaper
men of
New York-Te- lls
of Fight
Los Angeles a free show. It'll be a the same bill a proposition for admis- lena district, Mr. Gordon said that It- this cltv whereon to lav out a public
PKOP-S- .
ALVARADO PHARMACY
was
very
was
witnprogressive,
Mexico,
us
and
of
New
parjr
sion
Mr. McCanna also stated that
Arizona and
hot one, too, and won't cost "em a
St.
First
and Gold Are
Both Phoat. H
one state, and Oklahoma and Indian out a doubt the biggest mining camp lie had received n letter trom Con- in Diath Valley.
cent.
of Iowa, chair"Say, about that Antonio Apache, Territory, as another, I find in that an of New Mexico. Other mines of the gressman John F.
1
told him, additional reason for opposing the district are fully as active as the man of the committee on public lands,
.me educated redskin.
(iraphlc. The t rain hat brought Mr. in which he assured Mr. McCunnu
legislation.
Will VTflD IM A TAYIOR pAV'af,,r "r flKht ln ,lle uoUl1 at Los
We carry n complete stock of
Gordon out of the camp yesterday also that he would do all In his power to
Yours truly,
fAnKeies that, if he didn't get off my
motors for alternating and direct
D. A. De ARMOND.
out nine cars of ore. That Is secure the passage of the bill.
i
1 was golu' to hunt him
like
trail
Just
'
currents.
not bad for one day's shipment.
The following new member were
he bunted me, and Just like his fore- "Yes, they, winged me through the fat ,,,. hunted down and killed our
In extending
by the Commercial club, after
elected
the
Waldo
tunnel.
COMBRICK
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
right leg, just below the hip." said j people In days long ago. And I'm PRESSED
A.
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How to Fool a Lazy Liver
with Artificial Exercise

KING LEOPOLD EXPECTS AN
HEIR BY MORGANATIC WIFE

VERY arlous Sickness has a
small beginning.
I
And, In nine cases out of
J
ten that small berliinlne is
made in the Bowels.
Indigestion Is the beginning of mo: J
diseases.
It paves the way for all others.
Lack of exercise, hasty eating, Improper
food, are Its first causes.
Laziness, and postponement, permits it
to grow Into Chronio Constipation, which
g
means
Discomfort.
It Isn't necessary to be
you
know, in order to be mighty uncomfortable.
Even Slight Indigestion affects the
nerves, dulls the mind, and obscures the
merry sunshine of Life.
And, Indigestion once started, grows
fast, corrodes temperament, and discounts
happiness, good cheer, capacity.
It does that long before it puis you on
the Sick list.
Every thinking Doctor know3 why,

BEAUTIFUL MME. VAUGHAN, CALLED "THE AMERICAN," WAS THE
SECRETARY, WHO
DISCOVERY OF THE BELGIAN MONARCH'S
THEN LOST HER AND HIS JOB SON, IF BORN. MAY BE PLACED
ON THE THRONE.
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

Professor Rand knew It.
That's why he framed up for students
his famous formula for Happiness, vi.M
" Trust In Cod, and keep your Bowels
open."
The Boweb need adjustment from time
to time. Just like a clock, or a watch.
No "Good time" Is humanly possible
without this.
And, the time to adjust the watch is
not when it has run down, nor when the
main spring is broken, but at the very
minute adjustment Is discovered necessary.
The time to adjust the Bowels Is not
merely when your Head Aches, when your
Liver is Sick, your Stomach In Revolt, anp!
Nature's Food Process retarded for 24
hours or longer.
The proper time to adjust them is the
very minute you suspect they need

1M
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JANUARY

17,
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THE CONDITION Of

COMMERCE
of
Albuquerque New Mexico

tohe BANK

If your tongue Is slightly coated.
If your breath Is under suspicion,
If your Head feels a trifle heavy or

dull.
digestion seems even a little slow,
Heartburn, Belching, Colic or
Restlessness begin to show themselves,
That's the time to eat a Cascaret.

At

If

If

C

lose of Business December 30th, I'M)"
(January lot, 1906, being- a Holiday)

KiSOURCly
Don't Imagine the Caacaret Is ineffective because it is pleasant to eat as Candy.
It acts as pleasantly as it tastes. It is
as congenial to your Bowels as it Is to your
Palate.
It is not a "Bile-drivewhich floods
out your stomach today with fluid juices
needed for tomorrow.
But, it acts like Exercise, instead.
It stimulates the muscular lining of the
Bowels and Intestines. so that they mechan-icall- y
digest food and drive out the
waste.
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The time to use a Cascaret is when you
first suspect you need one.
The only way to have them ready to
use precisely when you need them Is to
carry them constantly in your pocket, as
you do a Watch or a Lead pencil.
The ten cent box of Cascaretj is made
thin, flat, round-edgeand small, for this
precise purpose.
Be very careful to get the genulnej
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk.
Every
tablet stamped "CCC."
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An Increase in Deposits from 1896
to Date of 312 per cent

d,

Having ample resources, conservative management, and a representative board of directors, and
heing equipped In unexcelled facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking. THE BANK OF COMMERCE solicits the accounts of corporations, firms and Individuals, as well as
out of town banks, promising the utmost liberality ot treatment consistent
lth prudential business
methods. Correspondence Is Invited.

tP FREE TO OUR FRIENDS!
We want to
to

send
ear friends a beaotifol
BONBON BuX.
In colors.
It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
measure of good fait h and to cover cost ot Cascarets,
with which tFis dainty trinket Is loaded.
716
French-deslfrne- d.

mentioning this paper. Address
Srd y,
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.

HE SHOT OFF ONE
OF HIS FINGERS.
Last Sunday while J. W. Parker,
vAlamogordo
manager of the
Steam

DENVER

laundry, was out duck shooting at the
lake west of town with a party of
friends he had the misfortune to shoot
Madame, VaughaK
the first Joint oft the first finger of
the right hand, and ho is not yet quite
clear as to how it was done, says the
In
Advertiser. He was carrying a shot-- j
Brussels. Jan. 17. According to re- chnrm Hnd urged her to remain king
gun and a rlile, and went to lay one
consented,
ports.' clrculatliiR In the highest Bel- Brussels. She the Count andde the
Morch-gravof them down. He thinks that the
Tell
on
then dismissed
Whloh
Leopold
has
King
gian court circles.
hammer of the gun must have been
from his service. The girl took
Vaughan, and
been married morgana! Ically to Mad- tue name ot Madann;
cocked accidentally and was discharg9
ame YaugUau. a French woman, whose Leoixild installed her in a beautiful
41
ed in some manner. One thing he Is
sure of. and that la that part of the
real name is Helene l.acroix. The cer homo in the Rue Brederode, near his
emony took place twelve months ago Brussels palace,
finger is not where It used to be, but
How 1be Llttlt Emporir Removd Spring From the Calendar:
the fact didn't bother him especially
in the private cnapel of Hie chateau
lu 1H'2, shortly after the king met
at the time and probably won't much
of Litelten. near Brussels, in the pies Madame Vaughan, Queen Marie Hen
Shortest and quickest Una frm
was ri,,tta .iid .and
U
since that time
c.Httle and people must starve, and In the future.
fiice. of two
BY HARRY G. FARMER.
Santa Fa to Danvar, Puabla and Coloas
court,
uy
ailVaughan
cnapiiiiu,
regarded
lue
Madame
there will be no leaves on the trees
has
lerromiecl
rado 8prlnga, and all Colorado points.
MEN ANOWuMEU,
ing under the authority of the cardinal his wife. He installed her in a Special CorresiKndence:
to give shade when the fierce heats of
Vim Bis U fornoD&tnrsI
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
archbishop of Mechlin.
palace
Laeken, where his
chateau
at
Petersburg,
17. Russian Summer arrive, and the ships with
St
Jan.
divrtiftrutt.inflibOiniKtiuoik
ii iuiip
Madame Vaughan is now at Beau-lieu- is connected to it by a gallery, so that wrf.ors are flooding St. Petersburg merchandise dare not come because of
or ulcaratloaa
all llnea east and wait, Time aa qulok
g
Uuruln4 n .rritdtiona
( mucosa ftiembratift.
Dai to lrtcur.
on the Riviera, awaiting a visit in reality Madame
aughans resi with satires directed against the czar the danger of the Ice when it suddenly ft
and ratea aa low aa by other llnea.
PainlnM, and not aitrlo
so
l.eoKjlit
is
fro nitne stork, and
dence is a part of the palace.
gnt or po.toDuus.
and the members of the reactionary breaks up and the singing ddrds have yrryHtEvt'sCmMiatCa.
a
becoming
by
rafcT;UU.
Sold
proud at the prospect of
The Trail of Black Paint.
party. The most popular Is the fol- riown away for ever. Thou hast done
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
or ent ir. pUtn wrtppftr,
father at 70 that he is credited with The king compels the greatest def- lowing, which is now being circulated evilly and foolishly in putting away
!T exprwis. prepaid, for
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
to
ft l un. tr 3 tKittira if.7S.
nlannlni? to irfake the child iieir
the Spring from thy land.'
erence to be paid to Madame Vaughan. everywhere:
iruir Miit on yotuiertr
CARS.
the Belgian throne It it is a boy. It On a recent occasion cne of the Lae-ke"There was once a little Emepror
"And the little Emepror awoke sad
is not expected that the. king will
palace servants, who was curi- in whose country it was nearly always and troubled in mind and sent for his
"be
On all through train. No tlreoome
publicly dis ous to discover whether the king al- Winter, and the little Emperor had counselors and told them: '1 wish to
cause the subject to
cussed in the Belgian parliament, un ways went to Madame Vaughan or grown to love the Winter as a familiar have the Spring put back in the Caldelaya at any etaUon.
less he is certain of securing the pass whether Madame Vaughan ever went friend. He liked to watch the icicles endar and brought back to the. land.'
law changing the order of to the king, covered part of the gal- glistening from the roofs and listen to But they told him: 'Gosudar. it is not
au of
For Illustrated advertising
matter
auccesHion to the crown. If he cannot lery connecting the palace with the the hoots of the sleign horses thud- possible to bring back the Spring,
or Information, address or apply to
be sure of this beforehand he will chateau with black paint. The nevt ding on the hard snow, and to snlff-a- t
for the warm winds and the singing
y
probably not press the matter.
morning Madame Vaughan's gloves the piercing air front behind his warm birds have gone away in obedience
K.
Madame Vaughan Is one of the and drss had big spots of black furs.
G.
A.,
S.
HOOPER.
&
P.
your
Decree,- but no Decrees can
Denver, Colo.
to
handsomest women in Europe. tne paint on them.
"One day he noted that the icicles bring them back again, and the buds
An were beginning to drip away in great Ion the trees are all nipped, and the
Leopold was furiously angry.
is called "The American." because "f
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.
her striking figure and her great inquiry being resultless, Leopold com- drops of water, and the birds were earth Is hard.' But the Emperor said:
beauty. She comes front Toulouse, manded that every servant in the making such a twittering in the trees 'toil must make me some sort of a
France, of a good family, and is 28 household be whipped. Since that time that you could not have heard the Spring, even like a
years old. She is a niece of M. Van Madame Vaughan lias received the thudding of the horse hoofs, even If
which Is of little value, but betLanigendolck. socialist member of the homage paid a queen by every one the snow had been hard Instead of soft ter than
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?i?'V?0
someuhHt of a humorist, asked the Pullman service on
in the forthcoming volume
r"RKf
.
the
JmlSiM.lOcentsbyimuU
Santa
Fe,
has
mailt
BOTH 'PHONES
,,r M,nera, Resources of the United
lady: "Is this a picnic or are those
your children?" to wnicb the woman ut last become comfortably located in ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York. Slates for tho calendar v ar 19u5.
eXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCODCOCOCOOO
replied: "These are my children aim
It ain't no picnic. I tell you."
The
conductor subsided.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VE(AS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

F.

,,

...

e.-s-

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
added to our si.
We haT
ready well equipped lauodery a machine wkta which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. Wnen we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
vm

PRATT &ICO.

iuihus

Staple and Fancy

j

Sal-ua-

A. E. WALKER,

1

ttihi1

i

Wagons'
'Red
p. o.
BACK
OF

KXXXXXXCCOOCODCOOCOCCXXOtJ
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS ?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of n fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment is
in keeping; with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which Hears critical inspection from

1

i

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

hi
In

h--

SEVEN.

Frtth and Salt Meats.

Corner Second

Fitters

Start the new year right

trial.

Unanswerable Figures Show
Demand For the Department of Mining

--

PAGE

THIRD STREET

MINING GROWTH

prevent Pneu
monia, the Bit
esIs
ter
pecially
orxi.
Start
It alo cures

Galore!

Reed Goods

a

ami

cold

EVENING CITIZEN.

t

any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost nny time you ask it. Tlease ask.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

tOCOCOC)CXXXXXXXXXOCXXXD

I

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

mer-chan- t.

e

sell-lng-

cot-to-

n

g

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

ev-e-

216-21- 7

dis-tanc-

y

,.,

s

e

?

"
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Third and Marquette

Both Phones

BAIN

,,.,,

and

a

TOPICS

OLD

HICKOBY

A, D. JOHNSON

WAGONS

General Contractor

$1,289,-047.141-

J.Kurber&Go.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

!.

Albuquerque. K. M.

I

'TTi

...

...

CATARRH

w
Ml

be-d-

...

New-York-

OPEN PLUMBING, BUT light joints. Our modern method of
sanitary plumbing is seemly clean,
and the piping is easily gotten, at
when "there's the slightest difficulty,
whieh seldom occurs, for the plumbing
is "open" while the Joints are tight.
If you have a thought of plumbing,
ihtnk of us.

B. A. SLEYSTER
bstatb
notart

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company
Colorado phone 284.

mln-CIVE-

Auto phone 671.

... OUR,,,
Tolii, Tar and Wild Cherry

;

Pi VC ft n

ML
CO
$6.00 Per

is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but it Is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

Ton

The Williams Drug Co.

,

117

W.H.Hafin&Co

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

It has jut developed llint the Santa
Fe, in purchasing
the Enid. Okla-

homa & Gulf railroad, in Oklahoma,
was forced to pay a fancy figure for
the same. Inasmuch as the Rock Island and the Fort Smlib & Arkansas
was also bidding on the properly. The
acquiring of this road by the Santa
Fe opens up for that road a tap of
the iniuunse coal fields in Oklahoma
and also runs through some of the
richest farming districts in that territory. The Rock Island and theother
r. ad were very desirous of securing
the propel ty, but were outbid by the
progrcKfiive Santa Fe con)tanv.
SWASHING

SOME

PC-

Located on the Belen

h.

A

of The Atchison, Topelto

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

IS

Belenjs 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe

system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Over a Million and a Half Pieces Handled at Union Depot.
In the year just ended. 1.7U2.S39
pieces of baggage were handled at
the union depot, Chicago, without the
This is the
loss of a single piece.
passenger terminal of the two lines of

.

1

9

-

The Ftitare Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

BAGGAGE.

the Pennsylvania system, the Si. Puul
and Burlington systems and the Alton road, and more passengers and
baggage pass through that station annually than any other in that city.
There were 5S.339 more plecea of
haggaue handled at the union depot
last year than In 1'.4. which surpassed
all previous years.
ft. tern-h- .
There were 227.:l9.'i parci
porarily at 'he depot eta
18
of which a c harge of t n
made. The storage chai
gage not called for by
al
hours
within twenty-lou- r
of
amounted to $U.:PiU.L'.'. a
ar
3:'t.35 over 1104. Durl
ag
:i,318 corpses paused tin
'
ol
gage rooms. The avers
a as
ITnited States mail ham
in
io tons, thirty tons

&

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
1:0,0.0U8ln!S, "d rBldeDfe l0,t8' 8lze 25x142 ,eet' ,,ld out wltl broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees, publis .chool houss, eos't-ln$16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest
mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrals dally; large winery; three- - totoU.
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans aad bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near
futur cannot be estimate.

?l

70-fo-

ALL

5

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THF SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are In the center of the olty, well graded, (many cr them improved by cultivation); no
s
bakery, tailor shop, s'noe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing iclll,
bal or grmel. We need a
coal and wood yard, drug store, bsrne
shop, etc , etc. Also a
modern hotel.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY OEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
first-clas-

flrst-clag-

II
A

I

TThmt
mm
JOHN BECKER, President'

g

RfaArt Taism
JWIM

m--mss

m

and Improvement

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

H
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ALBUOUEKOUE EVENING

EIGHT.

the long numbers, which

IAHAIj AM)

fell flat.

"''

C. K. Lowlier, connected with
Colorado Telephone company, returned to the city last night rroin Bernalillo, Where he has been looking after
the building of the new tool llntf that
is to connect Denver and this city
when completed, lie states that the
work Is progressing rapidly, thai they
aro sow working between Bernalillo
the
t tint, soon
and Albuquerque
to
residents of this cily will be able
countalk to anv pail, of the western
intry.
and Salt Lake, I tab.

LMOUSOXA I,
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Thursday.

POPULAR PRICED

ere few. TAKES

WEDNESDAY,

STEP-SO- N

1

KIMSEY,
FORMER
OF DECEASED MRS TRU-BYCOMES
FROM
COLORADO
FOR CHILD
FUNERAL YESTERDAY.

SJ5 Stiff

SON-IN-LA-

,

WE INTEND
last

nf

rnrefully made, look styllsb and fit
and findings used In their
are of the strongest, ami c"nsfitnntly these
shoes wear splendidly.

leiiher

nianu-ftielnr-

e

For Dress Wear

$3.50 to $4.00
$2.75 to $4.00
$2.50 to $3.75

Patent Colt, eiappy style
Vicl Kid, dainty looking
Velour Calf, neat and dressy

For Hard Wear

plain or captoe
Colt Skin, lace or congress
Satin Calf, standard screwed

$2.25 to $3.00
$2.00 to $2.75

Box Calf,

$1.75

to $2.50

Bosom Shirts

TO BID FAREWELL to the

of these Shirts this
There are only a handful
if
want to
partake of a real genuine bargain, better buy
early.
M
ll
and
each.

Green tagged, SOc each
JUST ANOTHER WEEK OF

GREEN TAG BARGAINS
SO GET BUSY

DISPOSE
of heavy underwear. We have
reductions, which if you take
would be economy to buy
next

WE
made

vantage
season.

step-fathe-

New Goods
ait being constantly received, which
insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
them at bed rock prices.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

ooooooooooooo

St

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.
purchased the s ock and good will of Mr. H.'E. Fox
solicit your patronage.
in the a'.iove business, we respectfully
We shall offer for sale for delivery February , two black walnut
wall cases aud some up to date show cases, to make room for our

Ilivn

new fumikhings.

Call

xx

0

South Second Street

t
m

2
0

I

WORLD'S

DIAMONDS

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

00CK00
on side street.

Private entrance

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lttmbeff,
Roofi ng.

n,

WHITNEY COMPANY!

At-ris-

113-US-l-

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

FirBt and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

EVER

j

1

THE

TO DINE WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

j

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

.

Diamonds, Watolies, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

i

GREAT

MIDWINTER CLEARANCE

e

e

s

w

JJ

9

$

Monarch and Cluctt Shirts at

YOUR

Ta

Emm

Proprietors

at

2

00,

WM. McINTOSH

CoIo.Phone 197 j

AOW IS THE TIME to

buy your Heating

We are

them out at actual cost.

$1.25, $1.50 and $1.75

WASHBURN CO.

119 WEST GOLD A VENUS

IPO6!51

the celebrated

.

Gut Flowers
no mistake
You will task
by giving ut m trial fur

122 SOUTH SECOND STMEET

F

if

AND INSPECT the largest
CALL the
Southwest.

M

N

stock of Stoves and Ranges

M

4

M
M

N

Artistic Floral Work
i--

cLF.

C F. MYERS

9

CHOICE

These Shirts are Sold Regularly

2ES

Auto. Phone 185

E PLACE ON SALE today all broken

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

W IT ERE

lmrn

s

ry-

--

sizes and values; watches, rings aud general jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

All

bill-boo- k.

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

-

,0000C
Money to Loan

A

two-stor-

Jan. 1 9

at the store and Inspect them.

The Arch Front

SIMON STERN

11

IVES,
319

THE rLO"l8T

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

213 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

T

gfjn

Another phase in the case of the
one
death of Mrs. S. Truby. which, acweek.
cording to the belief of womn neign-bors- .
occurred more from starvation
you
left, so
than from other causes, the particu
lars of which appeared exclusively in
MONARCH
these cellulitis yesterday, was brought
CtltFIE makes-asizes-colored-worth
o light last night, when J. M. Kimsey,
a resident of Rouse, Colo., and a for
$1.25
$1.75
mer
of the deceased woman.
arrived In the city for the purose 01
securing possession (if the little son
f his former wife, who was a sister
f the deceased woman, and whose son
ns been making his home with the
frubys since the death of Its mother.
S. TrnJiy, husbaud of the deceased
woman, and the grandfather of Ihe
1) Id.
refused to give it up to Its step
father, and begged piteously to be al- owed to keep Hie boy. However, It
FINAL REDUCTIONS ON
was claimed that the only reason the
HEAVY UNDERWEAR
old man wanted the child was thai he
might work 'upon ttie sympathies of
MUST
OF OUR IMMENSE
the Albuquerque public, and thereby
obtain money with which to buy whis
STOCK
key and morphine, to the use of
which he Is addicted.
final
adSo strongly did the old man protest
of
against giving up the boy that an offfor
icer of the law had to be appealed to
before Truby would relinquish him
to the care of Mr. Kimsey. Wlih the
All fleece lined goods, worth up
Wool ribbed, worth $3.50 Bult,
advent of the officer the old man gave
to $1.50 each,
now,
up the child and the latter was led
45c garment.
$2.50 suit.
r,
away by his
crying piteAll wool Underwear, worth up
Wool ribbed, worth $5 suit, now,
ously for hla "gran'pa."
to $.1 suit, now
The husband, being penniless, as
$1.90 suit.
$3.50 suit.
stated In yesterday's Issue of this paper, Mr. Kimsey, together with what
THE RAILROAD
money had been collected by public
AVENUE CLOTHIER.
subscription by Mcsdames A. A. Hen-r- v
and F. Bell, who had Interested
themselves In the case of the unfortu
nate woman to see that she had decent
THE CATHOLIC LADIES' AID SOburlul, paid the expenses of the funNotice to Stockholders.
eral, and yesterday afternoon from CIETY WILL GIVE A CARD PARTY
The annual meeting of the stockthe undertaking chapel of A. Borders, THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 18, holders of the
Building
the funeral took place, the Interment
and Loan Association will
AT ST. MARY'S HALL. ADMISSION, Thursday evening, January be held
being In Falrvlew cemetery.
25,. 1906,
at 8 o'clock. In the secretary's office,
REINCLUDING
CARDS
AND
OLD TIME PRINTERS'
19,
Room
Grant
block, for the transASSOCIATION
JOINS. FRESHMENTS, 25 CENTS.
action of such business as may corao
o
Chicago. 111., Jan. 17. All Chicago
before said meeting.
honors the memory of Benjamin
A social will be held at the pubH. H. TILTON,
liy order of the lic library building tomorrow evenFranklin today.
Secretary.
school board the two hundredth anni ing, the proceeds of which will be ap- Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17, 1906.
versary of Benjamin Franklin Is ap- plied to the building fund of the new
o
propriately observed in all the pub- Presbyterian
church. An excellent
Nobles.
Attention,
celebrations, program has been arranged in whldh
lic schools by special
All nobles of Ballut Abyad Temple
with music, pinging, rec'tatlons and the Presbyterian male quartet "will are requested
to assemble at Masonic
addresses on the subject of Franklin take a prominent part, besides whlca Hall this Wednesday
evening at 7:30
and liie history of his brilliant career. there are a number of vocal and in- p. m., for drill. By request, J. Borra-dail- e,
The Old Time Printers' Association strumental numbers. A nominal adpotentate.
of Chicago will hold a meeting this mission of twenty-fiv- e
cents will be
evening, when a number of addresses charged at the doors, which will also
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
in honor of Franklin will be delivered include represhments.
by Distinguished oraior:.
FOR SALE
The management of ihe Electrical
ranch on acequia,
3 miles out on North Fourth street;
Bx'alblflun nt the Coliseum h.n desigBasket Ball
only $225. N. Peach & Co., 208H
nated today aa Franklin Day and has
'and lance at
West Gold avenue.
arranged for a minute; of addressee
Casino Hall.
LOST A canvas, Indexed
and lectures on Benjamin Franklin,
A. H 8.
vs.
Finder please return to E. F. Weed,
wiih special reference to his valuable
215 Silver avenue, and obtain recGxr't'U'lcn. to the se'or.co of elecMAJORS
ward.
tricity.
son-in-la-

They
well. The

c

1906

little boy whose name was Jake
Ate a lot of jelly cake.
cluded.
Wouldn't give a bit to brother,
loiter Jakey asked his mother:
Meyer Nathan, a health seeker, will
".Mu, what, kind of cake la stomach probably be called upon to pay the
ache?"
cost for repairing a badly ilatuaiied
bicycle.
This morning, he drove up
r thn Hothcnbcrc At Schloss
Mrs. I,ydla Thompson, of this city, i fr.n.i
Is visiting in Sunta Fe.
store and bitched.
Cigar company
Tickets for Murray & Mack will 'be George H. Moore's bicycle was at the,
curbing and it seems thai the b'e
placed on sale tomorrow morning.
The
the horse's legs.
Charles V. Saffonl, the territorial rell strlkina
and shied In
traveling auditor, litis returned to animal retired,andpitched
in the skirmish the
all directions,
Sunt a Fe.
bicycle was tramped out of all form.
the
on
nlglit
Fred Otero left last
The horse was finally quieted, and
flyer tor the Windy City to transact Mr. Nathan then drove off to his
day.
for
several
matter
business
home.
Henry Oerphelde, of the Helen Mercantile company, is hire today on
Women's Boudoir Slippers, made or
business. Ho will return south to- soft, kid, either black or red. with
night.
light hand turned soles and no heels,
Dr. (1. W. Harrison, who was at big silk tassel on Instep. The daintiSanta Fe. yesterday on otlieial and est and most comfortable house shoe
political matters, has returned to the 011 the market. Price only $l.2.i. C.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
city.
F. 1.. Mallard and wife, who have avenue.
been visiting In the city for several
days, left yesterday for their home FATHER OF CHARLES BRAGG
in Colorado Springs, Colo.
SEARCHING FOR HIM
A. Sliellenburg, of Philadelphia, who
will wed Miss Krma Schuster, of tills
city on the :ih of this month, arrived MARSHAL AT GALLUP WRITES
GAVE
THAT THE YOUNGSTER
on the flyer this morning.
HIM THE SLIP THERE.
arrived In the city
J. A.
last night from Chicago to look after
Winders, city marshal of Galsime interests here and elsewhere in lup,Ellis
to Chief of Police McMil-- 1
writes
are
New Mexico himself and relatives
i
article which appeared in
that
the
In.
interested
edition
of The Evening Citirecent
a
There will be a regular meeting zen relative to the accident which beof the Uidien Aid society of the Pres- fell
Charles Bragg, rebyterian church tomorrow afternoon minded him of the experience be bail
at. 1!:.'Sii at the home of Mrs. W. O. with
the younster at Gallup.
Hope, Weal Copper avenue.
Marshal Winders states that he had
In the probate court today marriage received several letters from the fath
licenses were granted to Guylielmo er of Bragg who stays trt Sllverton,
Bertonl niul Carl Kpple, both of Al- Colorado, requesting that his son be
buquerque, and to Anita Armljo and located. When the boy finally turned
Rafael O. Apodacu, both of this city. up In Gallup the marshal attempted
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Ives, the well to detain him until the father could
known florists, are moving Into their be notified but. young Bragg fearing
y
brick residence, one the reform school, slipped the officer
new
of the handsomest homes on South and made his escape.
Marshal Winders says that as there
Fourth street, corner of Baca avenue.
is so much snow In Sllverton at pres
Georjae Molton, who has been making Albuquerque his home for five ent. It Is possible that the senior
years past, left last night for Duluth, Bragg Is In Durango, Colo.
A report from the hospital today
Minn., where he Intends to reside In
that young Bragg continues to
the future. He was formerly employ- says
Improve.
ed at the Sturges club.
Regular meeting of Excelsior lodge CONFEDERATE VETERANS
No. 1, O. of H., at I. O. O. F. hall toMEET AT NEW ORLEANS
Innight, Jan. 17, at 7:45 o'clock.
mew Orleans, i,a., jar,. 17.
he an
Members re- nual reunion
stallation of officers.
of the Confederate Vet
quested to be present. Refreshments erans opened here
today.
Several
will be served. Etta R. Allison, re- thousand Confederate Ve'erans, from
corder.
all parts or the south are in the city,
Mrs. II. A. Cutting, of Newport, N. and more are still arriving here with
Cutting,
H.
H., and her niece, Miss S.
every train. The local camps of the
en route to California, stopped a cou- Confederate Veteran
organizations
will
They
ple of days in Santa Fe.
organizations had made
and
affiliated
here
remain
tonight
and
come south
extensive preparations for the recep.
a few days before proceeding on to tion and entertalnment'of the vistlng
California.
veterans and they are meeting with
who sells Navajo a mo.st hospitable reception.
W. H.Britton.
The
white pine for the American Lumber opening session of the fifteenth- an
company, in New York and Boston, la nual convention of the Louisiana DiIn the city transacting business at vision of United Confederate Veterans
the headquartters office of the com- will be called to order In Memorial
pany. New Mexico white pine finds an Hall,
BEST."
"THE
this evening, and U 1s expected
inexhaustive market in tne easi.
that the attendance will be larger than
Walter A. Wicks, representing the for several years. The veterans will
Frigid Fluid company, of Chicago, and be welcomed by the mayor of the city
'
A. H. Caro, representing the Hustillo and the leading officers of the local
Diaz Cigar company, of New York, camps.
prominent
A
number
of
,
were two commercial travelers solic- speakers are on the program for fue
They
iting orders here yesterday.
opening
session.
last
to California
nroceedfid west
The state convention of the United
night.
Sons of Confederate Veterans will
of
1..
Graham,
Black
Mr. and Mrs. J.
meet here at the samo time and the
Rock, N. M., left last night for San members of the latter organization
who
Graham,
Mr.
Antonio, for a visit.
will probably attend the camp fire
is the assistant foreman on the Zuni meetings of the United Veterans
Infor
the
dam. being constructed
will be held every evening dur
dians, says the dam is nearly com- which
ing the convention.
be
H
will
on
pleted and that work
resumed as Boon as the weather mod- GRAIN DEALERS WILL
erates.
CONSIDER
CA RFAMINE.
Mrs. Gideon gave the first of her
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17. One of
two piano recitals this afternoon at Ihe most important meetings of the
5 o'clock in the ball room of Elks Indiana Grain
Dealers' Association
opera house. A fair sized audience ever held here oppened today at the
of
was present to hear the efforts
Denlhon Hotel and will Temain in sesTHE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
herself and pupils, assisted by Mrs. sion for two days. One of tho most
Had-deK.
S. B. Miller, contralto, and W.
important matters that will come up
The second recital for consideration will be the question
violinist.
will be given tonight at 8 o'clock.
of obtaining sufficient rolling stock for
Vldal Chaves, the Ranchos do
the transportation or corn and other
401-40- 3
ir
ranchman, has been discharged grains in the fall. Considerable diffby Justice of the peace Craig. Chaves iculty has been exjierieuced during the
was charged by Ilfeld Bros., of selling past few years in obtaining a suffMexico
them UK) wether lambs which did not icient number of grain cars, and an ef-- WrltP
exist, the same costing $175. Chaves fort will be made to remedy this
for Wholesale Prices on Hows and Other Farm Implement?,
claims, however, that he turned the trouble. Ptesident George C. WoihI,
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
loo wether lambs over to the plain- of Windfall, Ind., will deliver
the
tiffs. As Justice Craig was unable to opening address
at the afternoon sessee, by the testimony, where the desion
several
grain
fendant had secured money under dealersaudand others prominent
will deliver adBASKET BALL.
false pretenses, he discharged him.
dresses. H. K. Kinney of the IndianAT CASINO HALL FRIDAY, JAN.
Despite the fact that the second apolis Board of Trade will discuss
19. A. H. S. VS. MAJORS.
DANCE
nresentation of West's minstrels was "Transportation from
AFTER THE GAME.
'given at reduced prices last night, but Point of View," and S.theO. Shippers'
Pickens
to greet will
a small audience was out
nply by speaking on the same
OUR TELEPHONE IS AUTOMAT-Ithem. Owing to the fact that the subject
from the ttandKiii; of the
320.
CROWN STUDIO.
company was in a hurry to gft to
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
railroads. 1'. S. Hunt, the chairman
their car, several of the song num- - of
OCXXXXXXXX)OOOCOXXXXXXXX3
Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
carte,
a
la
Service
Railroad
Commission,
tile
will join
bets and jokes were cut at last night's In th.
discussion. Prof. C. I. Christie,
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
DAILY.
FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
performance, but judging from the
RECEIVED
OYSTERS
Perdue University, will deliver the
OLD CLOTHING.
ancient smell of some of the jokes of
8EASON.
closing
address tomorrow afternoon
M. Linger,
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the niost Interesting and iniKrtant industrial conventions ever held in this
city is tho second annual convention
of the Northwestern Cement Products
M
Association, which also held its titst
annual convention here a yeai av.
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